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House letter urges Yuriy Badzio threatens death fast
relealfeWKrasivsky
WASHINGTON - Fifty-five mem
bers of the U.S. House of Representa
tives recently sent Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin a letter urging the
Soviet government to release Zinoviy
Krasivsky from internal exile in the
Tyumen region in Siberia.
The Ukrainian, dissident is now
serving the second year of a five-year
internal exile sentence. He was arrested
on March 20, 1980, and was forced to
serve the remainder of a previous 17year sentence, consisting of 10 months
in a labor camp and five years' internal
exile.
The letter, initiated by Rep. Bill
Green (R-N.Y.), reads in part: "We
protest your government's treatment of
this man. Krasivsky is imprisoned for
reasons plainly relajing to conscience.
YouHmprisonment of him violates the
Helsinki Accords, to which your go(CouUnoed on page 13)

WCFU thanks Congress
for Helsinki resolution
TORONTO - The Human Rights
Commission of the World Congress of
Free Ukrainians has sent a letter to all
U.S. congressmen commending the
passage of House Concurrent Resolu
tion 205, which resulted in President
Ronald Reagan's proclamation de
signating November 9, 1982, as a day
honoring the Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
Calling the proclamation "a very
positive and necessary" way of showing
Soviet authorities that the Ukrainian
dissidents remain an important part of
U.S. foreign policy, the letter also urged
U.S. lawmakers to vigorously support
the continuation of the so-called Hel
sinki process and the Madrid Review
Conference scheduled to resume in
November.
The conference, which was suspended
earlier this year, was convened in 1980
to review implementation of the-1975
Helsinki Accords, signed by 35 nations
to foster security and cooperation in
Europe. The agreement resulted in the
formation of Helsinki groups in the
Soviet Union to monitor Soviet com
pliance with the human-rights provi
sions of the accords, most of whose
members have been imprisoned or
exiled.
The WCFU letter also asked the
congressmen to make the issue of
imprisoned Ukrainian dissidents "top
priority in talks with the Soviets"and at
Madrid.
Similar letters were sent to^all U.S.
senators and Canadian parliamenta
rians, as Well as to all the delegations to
the Madrid Conference.

Wife seeks aid
of women's groups
NEW YORK - Svitliana Kyrychenko, wife of imprisoned Ukrainian
political prisoner Yuriy Badzio, said in
a resent appeal that she fears her
husband will embark on a "hunger
strike to the death" if labor-camp
officials do not restore his visiting
privileges.
The appeal, issued in May but only
recently received in the West, was
addressed to international women's
organizations, asking them "to help my
children see their father and to save my
husband from possible death." The
couple has two children.
Mr. Badzio, 46, a veteran Ukrainian
dissident, was sentenced in 1979 to
seven years''imprisonment arid five
years' internal exile for "anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda." He was
convicted largely on the basis of his
unpublished book, "The Right to Live,"
a socio-historical analysis of therightof
Ukrainian nationhood.
According to Ms. Kyrychenko, who
was herself detained by authorities for
three months in 1980, she has only been
allowed one extended visit (one to three
days) with her husband in the last three
years when Soviet regulations permit
one such visit a year.
She said that she is allowed shorter,
two- to four-hour visits every six
months, but that they are usually held in
a semi-darkened room with her hus
band sitting across a large table and in
the presence of supervisory personnel
listening in on their conversation.
Ms. Kyrychenko said that when she
sought an explanation for the suspen
sion of the extended visits, the assistant
to the camp administrator charged with
political affairs told her that her hus
band was unrepentant. He cited Mr.
Badzio's numerous appeals to Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev and other
Soviet officials as proof of his incorrigibility.
"A person who turned to authorities
with what he thought werejust demands,
was punished by being deprived of
visits that are allowed by law," wrote
Ms. Kyrychenko.
Moreover, Ms. Kyrychenko said that
her husband has made no demands in
the past year, and had been characterized
in camp reports as "peaceful and wellbalanced and cooperative."
Lately, however, camp authorities
have charged that Mr. Badzio had on
one occasion left work early and, on
another, not met his daily quota, she
said.
"Yuriy regularly meets and often
surpasses his quota," wrote Ms. Kyry
chenko "even though it is extremely
difficult, particularly for him, because

Svitliana Kyrychenko and her husband Yuriy Badzio.
of his nearsightedness and progressive
cataracts."
Because of this, Ms. Kyrychenko said
she has concluded that camp authorities
are denying Mr. Badzio extended family
visits as a means of punishment because
they are aware of his "deep attachment
to his family and children."
She also charged that camp officials
have been regularly withholding mail
from Mr. Badzio, even though she
insists that it is strictly of a personal
nature.
"My husband told me that, until now,
he has protested the rescinding of his
visiting rights by declaring limited
hunger strikes and appealing to legal
channels," wrote Ms. Kyrychenko, "but
if the situation continues, he will go on a
hunger strike to the death, and nothing
will change his mind."
She ended her appeal by asking
women in the West to work toward
gaining the reinstatement of Mr.
Badzio's visiting privileges that he is
allowed by law.
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Estonian students protest Russification

Dissident profile

Mykhailo Horyn:
man of courage
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Mykhailo
Horyn, who was sentenced last June
to 15 years' imprisonment and exile,
is a man of contrasts. According to
informed sources, he is a highly
intelligent, articulate man, softspoken and highly informed about
international and Ukrainian events.
Gracious and reserved, he is far
removed from the image of the chain
smoking, nervous dissident always
looking over his shoulder.
Yet underneath the urbane and
gentlemanly exterior is a burning
moral sense of right and wrong, a
deep Ukrainian patriotism and a
keen legal mind intolerant of in
justice. Here is a man who, in a 1967
letter to a brutal labor-camp ad
ministrator written during his first
imprisonment, said: "I cast my con
tempt and scorn at you." Mykhailo
Horyn is also a man of courage.
He was bom in the Lviv oblast in
1930 and studied in the philology
faculty of Lviv University. Later, he
taught Ukrainian literature and
language, as well as logic and psy
chology.
In addition, Mr. Horyn was di
rector for high schools in the Drohobych region. In 1961 he was ap
pointed an industrial psychologist in
the USSR's first experimental psy
chology/physiology lab at a Lviv
elevator equipment factory. On February 16, 1965, the Soviet
newspaper Izvestia ran a favorable
report about his work as an indus
trial psychologist. Six months later,
Mr. Horyn was behind bars, charged
with disseminating "anti-Soviet"
materials.
For in addition to his professional
interests, Mr. Horyn was a Ukrai
nian dissident, part of a group of men
and women who in the 1960s openly
expressed the view that the Soviet
regime's economic and nationalities
policies were wrong and contrary to
Marxism-Leninism.
Arrested in 1965
Mr. Horyn was arrested on August
25, 1965, in a sweep of Ukrainian
intellectuals that began in the early
1960s and reached its peak in 196667. In a three-day span, authorities
rounded up such well-known dissi
dents as Mr. Horyn's brother, Bohdan; Ivan Неї, Mykhailo Osadchy
and Valentyn Moroz. Ivan Svitlychny was arrested in September, and
Sviatoslav Karavansky in November.
In all, some 30 Ukrainian intellec
tuals were arrested that .year.
Mr. Horyn did not come to trial
until April 15, 1966. The four-day
trial was closed to the public, a fact
that led Mr. Horyn to appeal on the
basis of Article 20 of the Ukrainian
Criminal Code, which puts a limit on
in camera proceedings.
Among those who refused to testify
at the trial was Ukrainian journalist
Vyacheslav Chornovil. who labelled
the proceedings unlawful. A year
later, Mr. Chornovil was arrested for
documenting legal irregularities
during the trials of Ukrainian dissi
dents.
At this trial, Mr. Horyn spoke out
against Russification, official discri
mination against Ukrainians and the
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TARTU, Estonia - Over 5,000
Estonian college students gathered near
City Hall here late last month to protest
the Soviet government's Russification
policies in this Baltic republic.
The demonstration came at the con
clusion of official celebrations marking
the 350th anniversary of Tartu Univer
sity, which was established by King
Gustav II of Sweden.
The student protesters sang patriotic
hymns before being dispersed by secu
rity personnel who threatened the
demonstrators with arrest.
The protests were sparked by the
refusal of local authorities to accept a
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Soviets assault
Afghan insurgents
Mykhailo Horyn circa 1966.
fate of the Ukrainian collective farm
worker.
Despite his appeal, Mr. Horyn was
sentenced to six years in a labor
camp, the longest term given to any
dissident arrested that year. The
charges against him were based on
the fact4 that in the course of one year
he had read and given to read to one
or two of his colleagues four Ukrai
nian books published abroad, and
that he had in his possession four
allegedly anti-Soviet manuscripts.
Wrote appeals

. During his imprisonment in Mor
dovia, Mr. Horyn wrote several
pieces on the colonization of Ukraine
which appeared in samvydav, and he
authored several appeals to Soviet
and international officials. As a
result, he was punished by prison
officials.
In December 1966, he was sen
tenced to six months' internment
within the camp along with Mr.
Moroz and Ukrainian dissident Lev
Lukianenko for writing protests.
A year later, he was deprived of
scheduled personal visits from his
wife and family, and he was trans
ferred to Vladimir Prison.
In 1969, he co-authored an appeal
along with Mr. Lukianenko and
dissident Ivan Kandyba to the U.N.
Human Rights Commission which
accused Soviet penal authorities with
injecting poison in prison food. The
appeal also charged Soviet authori
ties with poisoning food parcels sent
to the prisoners from home, and
keeping inmates on a starvation diet.
For his persistent protests, Mr.
Horyn was frequently placed in
solitary confinement.
Released, rearrested
After his release in 1972, Mr.
Horyn was not allowed to work in his
profession, and he worked several
manual-labor jobs in Lviv. In De
cember 1981 he was arrested and
charged with "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda." On June 14 he was
sentenced to 10 years in a labor camp
to be followed by five years of
internal exile.
As before, the public was barred
from the trial proceedings. The
sentence was the maximum allowed
under Soviet law for the offense. He
is scheduled to be released in 1997.

NEW DELHI - A Western diplo
matic source reported on October 19
that Soviet ground forces in Afghanistan
had staged a four-day assault on an
insurgent stronghold 12 miles north
west of Kabul and had then withdrawn,
leaving it in the hands of Afghan
government troops, reported The New
York Times.
The massive Soviet assault, said to
have included at least 200 tanks,
armored personnel carriers and trucks,
occurred in the Paghman township near
the Afghan capital between October 5
and 9,. It.was one of theJargest drives
against Moslem insurgents in the area.
The source said that Afghan govern
ment troops remained in Paghman
that the bombardment of outlying
villages was continuing.
Paghman has changed hands several
times since President Babrak Karmal
came to power in December 1979 in a
Soviet-backed coup. The latest offen
sive was the second in four months and
underscored the government's failure to
control a region so close to the capital.
As a result of the latest attack, most
Paghman residents are said to have fled
to Kabul, the Times reported.
Meanwhile, a spurt in insurgent
activity was reported in the northern
city of Mazar-i-Sharif. The Afghan
resistance is said to control the area at
night, making travel hazardous.
Afghan freedom fighters also report
edly attacked Kabul airport on October
13, launching several rockets at an
Afghan Airlines plane but missing their
target, the Times said.
The Afghan resistance is believed to
control most of the rugged countryside
while Afghan troops loyal to Mr.
Karmal and backed by at least 110,000
Soviet troops are in control of some of
the major cities and towns.

statue of King Gustav as a gift from the
presidents of two Swedish universities
who attended the anniversary celebra
tion.
Since the forcible incorporation of
Estonia into the Soviet Union in 1940,
Soviet authorities have been reluctant
to admit the Swedish origins of the
university, which was suppressed in
1656 and reopened in 1802. Tartu,
which was established by Kievan Prince
Yaroslav the Wise in 1030 under the
name Yurev, was ceded to Russia from
Sweden in 1721. The city's present name
was adopted in 1918 when Estonia
became independent.
A statue of King Gustav had stood in
Tartu during the years of Estonian
independence (1918-1940). Following
the annexation of the Baltics by Stalin
in 1940 as a result of the MolotovRibbentrop agreement, the Soviets
began a campaign to purge the country
of its Polish and Swedish links. The
statue was removed by authorities in
1952.
Despite severe repression by Soviet
authorities, large-scale student demon
strations have taken place in Tartu and
Tallinn, the capital of Estonia. Shortly
after the university protests, a group of
students pulled down a Soviet flag in
Tartu and replaced it with the forbidden
national colors of independent Estonia.
Two years ago, thousands of students
took to the streets on several occasions
in both cities to protest the systematic
eradication of Estonian culture by the
Soviet regime..
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Byelorussian details
religious repression
LONDON — A former Byelorussian
dissident recently told delegates at an
anti-Communist conference here that
official repression has left that Soviet
republic's 9.6 million people with only
200 churches of all denominations.
Mr. K. Glinski, speaking at a joint
conference of the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc
of Nations and the European Freedom
Council, said that the official drive
against religion has been going on for a
long time in Byelorussia, whose popu
lation is 80 percent Orthodox and 16
percent Catholic, according to East/West
News.
He noted that before the 1917 Bol
shevik Revolution, the repubh'c had
nearly 4,500 Orthodox churches and
about 600 Jewish synagogues. Ironically,
it was Joseph Stalin who allowed thereopening of many churches during
World War II in an attempt to win some
Christian support. Hundreds of churches
iCononued oa page 13)
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Shultz foresees Communist-bloc reform
WASHINGTON - Secretary of countries. Except for his speech and
State George P. Shultz said on October that of Lawrence S. Eagleburger, under
18 that recent developments in Commu secretary of state for political affairs,
nist countries "suggest that a new age of the conference was held behind closed
democratic reform and revolution lies ' doors.
ahead of us," reported The New York
Also taking part in the meeting were
Times.
Soviet emigres, American academics
Mr. Shultz made his remarks during and government specialists.
the opening session of a two-day State
Department conference on finding ways
Mr. Shultz said that although the
to promote democracy in Communist United States does not plan to instigate
violent unrest in Communist countries,
it will not ignore those seeking to bring
about change.
"It is our responsibility, both moral
and strategic, to meet their calls for
help," he told the gathering. "We must
aid their struggle for freedom."
. BOSTON - Rep. Dante B. FasThe secretary said that "the weak
cell (D-Fla.), chairman of the con
nesses of Communist societies are
gressional Commission on Security
becoming increasingly apparent," ac
and Cooperation in Europe, wrote in
cording to the Times.
a recent issue of The Christian
"Popular desires for freedom remain
Science Monitor that, despite severe
strong," he said. "The concessions that
repression by the Kremlin, dissent is
Communist regimes make to popular
very much alive in the USSR.
sentiment and to economic necessity
"Although the Soviet Helsinki
may sow the seeds of their transforma
monitors are silenced for now, the
tion."
West should not accept Soviet claims
He added that the United States will
to have crushed dissent," wrote Rep.
support "peaceful change" in Commu
Fascell, referring to the groups of
nist countries, but cautioned that
private citizens organized in several
"internal forces must be the major
republics to monitor Soviet com
factors for the democratization of Com
pliance with the human-rights provi
munist states."
sions incorporated in the 1975 Hel
sinki Accords.
Rep. Fascell refuted speculation in
the Western press that the Soviet
human-rights movement was dealt a
fatal blow with the disbanding of the
Moscow Helsinki Group last month.
Although most members of the
Moscow, Ukrainian, Lithuanian,
Armenian and Georgian groups are
SAN FRANCISCO, Calrt - The
currently imprisOneoV -^ :38 in all
Ukrainian Medical Association of
according to the congressman — the
North America, meeting at its conven
Kremlin has been unable to eliminate
tion here on September 30 through
a thriving underground press, the
October 2, called on the Soviet Union to
resurgence of religion or the per
release imprisoned Ukrainian Helsinki
sistent nationalism of the USSR's
monitor Yuriy Shukhevych and allow
many national minorities, wrote
him to come to the United States for
Rep. Fascell.
medical treatment.
He noted that IS underground
journals now exist in Lithuania, and
Citing Article 100 of the Russian
one recently printed a petition signed
SFSR Corrective Code which provides
by 18,341 Catholic parents protest
that prisoners suffering from chronic
ing police brutality against religious
illnesses may have their sentences
youths.
commuted, the UMANA noted that
"Support for genuine national and
Mr. Shukhevych should be eligible for
religious rights probably elicits the
release, and added that the association
greatest level of popular support," he
would arrange for all necessary medical
wrote, citing the struggle of such
services.
groups as the Ukrainians and Cri
mean Tatars to attain independent
Mr. Shukhevych, now 48, is often
homelands or greater cultural auto
called "the eternal prisoner," because he
nomy.
has spent nearly 30 years since age 14 in
Soviet imprisonment for refusing to
"Thus, Ukrainians, Lithuanians,
renounce his father, Gen. Roman Shu
Estonians, Latvians and Jews are
khevych
of the Ukrainian Insurgent
оverrepresented among the ranks of
Army (UPA).
Soviet political prisoners,"according
to Rep. Fascell.
Mr. Shukhevych is reported.to be 99
percent blind following surgery in a
He noted that the Ukrainian Hel
Leningrad hospital last January for a
sinki Group has been particularly
detached retina on both eyes and the
hard hit by Soviet repression, in
removal of a cataract.
dicating that "26 men and women
have been imprisoned for joining its
The UMANA resolution states that
ranks."
while Mr. Shukhevych was in prison
The emerging strength of various
"his health was seriously debilitated and
religious groups has also presented a
he was subjected to an experimental eye
difficult problem for the Kremlin,
operation that resulted in near-total
according to the congressman. Al
blindness" and that "this operation
though the Soviets have outlawed
constitutes a gross violation of medical
Churches such as the Ukrainian
ethical standards."
Catholic Church, believers continue
to adhere to religion, particularly
The medical association also noted in
among the many Protestant deno
the resolution that copies of the docu
minations such as Baptists, Pentement would be forwarded to Presi
costals and Adventists.
dent Ronald Reagan, the United Na
tions,
Soviet officials and other appro
"Official claims to the contrary,
the Soviets have still have not succeed priate authorities.
Mr. Shukhevych, who is married and
ed in stopping dissent from spread
has two children, is due to be released in
ing," wrote Rep. Fascell.
1987.

Dissent is alive,
says Rep. Fascell

UMANA calls for
release of Shukhevych,
pledges medical aid
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Remember our

"Tomorrow tf

Thinking about and striving for a better, happier and a more certain future,
the proverbial "Tomorrow," is the essence of life and struggle of every person
and of all human society, naturally, of a wise and responsible person and of an
enlightened society. But no one knows what lies in store for him tomorrow,
therefore, every wise and thoughtful person always prepares today for "any
eventuality" that may befall him tomorrow. The greatest misfortunes and
tragedies in life occur because people today do not think and care about that
"uncertain tomorrow." Our Ukrainian saying — "if we only knew" — after
every misfortune, never helped anyone in any way.
On the experience of many tragedies following the retrospective "if we only
knew" is based the entire unique American and Canadian insurance system
and this experience gave birth to, and is the basis of, the beneficial work of our
Ukrainian National Association.
Always bearing in mind this "tomorrow" of its members and, with them, of
the entire Ukrainian community, but with no thought of profit, the Supreme
Executive Committee of the Ukrainian National Association, fulfilling a
specific recommendation of the Supreme Assembly and of the convention,
has announced a special but short-term offer to its members, to double the
amount of their life insurance without a medical examination. Details of this
special offer for UNA members are included in ads published repeatedly in
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly. These details, in short, state that every
UNA member up to age 65 can double his life insurance without a medical
examination, and only when the non-medical application indicates the
presence of a health problem, will the UNA request a medical report.
Of course, the UNA is providing this exceptional offer at some financial
risk. But this risk is permissible and is approved by the actuary, because the
UNA, after careful management of its business, was able to accumulate the
appropriate financial reserve, primarily to use for the good of its members
and to better serve them.
This special offer the UNA members to double the amount of their life
insurance will expire on December 31, 1982. Therefore, we urgently appeal to
all UNA members, for their own best interests and to ensure a better and more
certain tomorrow for themselves/and their families, to take advantage of this
special offer first of all for themselves, and also to encourage their friends and
acquaintances to take advantage of it, for which sooner or later, they will be
grateful. Your secretary should contact you regarding this offer, but you
yourself can get in touch with him or her, or with the home office.
The UNA, by offering this special opportunity to its members, gives added
proof if its unmatched, active service to its members. This should also give
more encouragement to all those who are not yet members of this oftentermed Soyuz family with its ideals, work and interests, to sign up as members
and to acquire UNA insurance certificates, really Ukrainian national birthcertificates for their young children and grandchildren.
;
Only by thinking about, and striving today, can we ensure a better and a
more certain future for ourselves, our family and with them, our community
and our Ukrainian people.
^
Jersey City, N.J., October 1982
Supreme Executive Committee of the UNA

Campaign trail

Fenwick stresses human rights
at ethnic Republicans meeting
by Boshena Olshaniwsky
NEWARK, N.J. - Rep. Millicent
Fenwick, Republican candidate for
U.S. senator from New Jersey, met with
the state's Republican Heritage Group
at Seton Hall University School of Law
on Sunday afternoon, October 17.
After commenting on her television
appearances that day and the previous
day, Mrs. Fenwick opened a general
question-and-answer session.
Following are excerpts from that
session.

Q: What do you think about the issue
of human rights for the people that
come here from other countries?
A: I became aware of human rights
and politics during the time of Hitler. It
was terrifying what a government
(Hitler's) could do to its people. In 1945461 became aware of some U.S. citizens
being deprived of their human rights. I
considered it the duty of a government
to be just. I realized that the citizens
must pay attention to their govern
ment. I became involved with civil
rights groups, EOC, minority groups.
I went to the Soviet Union in 1975,
the same year President Ford signed the

Millicent Fenwick
Helsinki Accords. Nineteen members of
the House of Representatives went to
the Soviet Union. In Leningrad I and
Congressman Yates were assigned to a
(Continued oa pagt 14)
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Szmagala elected vice president Clevelanders' rally recalls 1933 famine
CLEVELAND - Several thousand FourFreedoms for Ukraine and others.
of Ohio Fraternal Congress
Earlier in the week, Cleveland Mayor
marchers rallied here on October 2 to
George Voinovich issued a proclama
by Mary S. Bobeczko

CLEVELAND - The Ohio Fraternal
Congress met for its 65th annual session
on October 9-Ю, here at the Bond Court
Hotel. The Ohio Fraternal Congress
has a membership of 64 societies and 35
of them were represented at the con
gress by 88 delegates.
Taras Szmagala, supreme advisor,
represented the UNA at the session and
also served on the resolutions commit
tee. He was electedfirstvice president of
the Ohio Fraternal Congress.
The official opening of the meeting
was made by Past President Hans Struff
of the Greater Beneficial Union of
Pittsburgh. President Ann Schiller of
the Czechoslovak Society of America
presided over the two-day session.
Saturday morning was devoted to
reports of officers and committees, and
to civic greetings.
Among the honored guests were:
Edgar J. Martel, president of the
National Fraternal Congress, who was
the guest speaker at the evening ban
quet; Catherine T. Kelly of the Penn
sylvania Fraternal Congress; and Mr.
James V. Krakora, president of the
Czechoslovak Society of America.
Eleven past presidents were intro
duced, among them Mary S. Bobeczko,
who in the pastrepresentedthe UNA as
a delegate. At this congress Mrs. Bo
beczko served as chairperson of the
banquet committee and was a member
of the nominating committee.
The evening banquet was attended by
about ISO people, and the participants
were entertained by the Kruzhok Carpatho-Rusyn Folk Ensemble of St.
Mary's Byzantine Catholic School and

a dancing couple, John and Marge mark the 50th anniversary of the 1932Yanok. A Fraternalist of the Year 33 famine in Ukraine, which was in tion commemorating "the tragedy of
Award was given to Rose Jelinek, past duced by Joseph Stalin to quell peasant the artificial famine in Ukraine and its 7
president of the Ohio Fraternal Con resistance to collectivization and in million innocent victims."
In addition, on Tuesday, September
gress (1956-57) and member of North dustrialization, and which resulted in
the deaths of some 7 million Ukrainians. 28, Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R-7th
American Benefit Association.
The demonstration, which was or Dist.) spoke about the famine in Con
A breakfast and youth forum was
held early Sunday morning. Sessions ganized by the United Ukrainian Or gress, reading a brief history prepared
then resumed with a continuation of ganizations of Greater Cleveland, be by Prof. George Kulchycky of Youngsgan with a rally at Public Square town State University.
reports and new business.
"Death on the streets was common,"
The Monday afternoon session was followed by a march on Euclid Avenue
devoted to a speakers forum. Speakers to East Ninth Street and north to wrote Prof. Kulchycky describing the
were Michael Stivoric of the Croatian Lakeside Avenue. A ceremony followed holocaust. "So was suicide, murder,
Fraternal Union of America, who spoke on the mall between City Hall and kidnapping and cannibalism. Thus,
Stalin achieved his objectives. He
on "Incentives for Fraternal Insurance Lakeside Courthouse.
The coordinator of the day's events humbled the Ukrainian village and its
Sales4, Joseph H. Kochan, secretary of the
Polish National Union of America, who was Bohdan Futey, an area activist and desire for freedom."
Concluded Rep. Brown: "The vic
spoke on "State Insurance Commis former UNA auditor.
sioners and Small Fraternals"; and
The rally was co-sponsored by St. tims' cries reach across the years. The
William Roethlisberger of the Aid Josaphat's Ukrainian Catholic Church question is, 'Will we listen?' "
During therally,fiveresolutionswere
Association for Lutherans, whose topic and St. Volodimir's Ukrainian Ortho
was "Fraternalism with Insurance.'1
dox Church. Among those taking part adopted, including one which calls on
were area clergymen, students and their the United States government to work
The nominating committee presented parents, as well asrepresentativesfrom toward the establishment of an interna
the following slate of officers for 1982- veterans' groups and such organizations tional commission to investigate the
3: Edward A. Reinhart, Loyal Chris as TUSM, the Ukrainian National circumstances of the famine and other
tian Benefit Association, president; Mr. Women's League of America, the U- crimes committed by the Soviet regime.
The United Ukrainian Organizations
Szmagala, UNA, first vice president; krainian Gold Cross, the Organization
Lazlo Kemes, Hungarian Reformed for the Rebirth of Ukraine, the Ukrai of Greater Cleveland is a branch of the
Federation, second vice president; nian Revolutionary Democratic Party, UCCA representing over 50 organiza
Raymond Czerniakowski, Union of the Organization for the Defense of tions in the metropolitan area.
Poles in America, third vice president;
Steve Hruska, Slovak Catholic Sokol,
fourth vice president; Ann A. Hook,
First Catholic Slovak Ladies Associa
tion, secretary; Mrs. Bobeczko, UNA,
WASHINGTON - Rep. Benjamin support of House Concurrent Resolu
treasurer.
The installation of officers and execu Gilman (R-N.Y.) inserted the entire tion 205, which called on President
content
of resolutions adopted by the Ronald Reagan to declare November 9
tive board members was led by Cathe
rine T. Kelly, national president of the Ukrainian American Veterans at their as a day honoring the Ukrainian Hel
Loyal Christian Benefit Association. national convention into the September sinki Group, as well as congressional
efforts on behalf of Ukrainian political
The assembly adjourned with the sing 21 Congressional Record.
The veterans held their three-day prisoner Yuriy Shukhevych.
ing of "God Bless America."
convention in Connecticut in late June.
The resolutions were submitted to the
The resolutions also mentioned the
congressman by Edward Zetick, na continued promotion of Captive Na
tional commander of the UAV.
tions Week and the commemoration of
Among therecommentationsadopted the 50th anniversary of the great Ukrai
students in the New York district had by the veterans were the strengthening nian famine, orchestrated by Joseph
received scholarships for a total sum of of U.S. military capabilities, limiting Stalin to break down peasant resistance
the sale of high technology to the -to his industrialization and collectiviza
S3.800.
The supreme organizer also com Soviets and opposition to a nuclear tion policies. Some 7 million Ukrainians
are said to have starved to death
mented on the appeal of the U.S. arms freeze.
In addition, the UAV pledged its between 1932 and 1933.
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy to the
faithful and to organization leaders for
unity in the community. He asked all
present to heed the call for unity and to
once again become one big Ukrainian
family.
In conclusion, Mr. Hawrysz stated:
our concern should be the UNA and we
should not bring controversial problems
into the UNA, but we should now
concentrate on the organizing drive so
that the UNA gains at least 1,000
members before the end of the year.
Mr. Orichowsky reported on the
organizing endeavors of the New York
District branches for the past eight
months. He stated that in his travels for
the UNA he finds much apathy and
complaining in the community. Mr.
Orichowsky said he believes that in
these critical times we need a stable
organization such as the UNA, which
we must strive to preserve.
Although we need younger secretaries
and organizers, they are difficult to find,
and those who are working for the UN A
deserve our respect, he noted. He made
several suggestions for signing up
members and announced that a refresher
course for local district secretaries will
Ukrainians were among the various ethnic groups of Seattle, including
be held soon. The speakerreportedthat Latvians, Estonians, Poles, Lithuanians and Vietnamese, who demon
prior to the convention, the New York
strated against the Soviet gas pipeline to Western Europe. The protest was
District had organized 93 members but
held Sunday, September 12, at Gasworks Park. In particular, the
the post-convention months had only demonstrators spoke out against the use of slave labor on the pipeline and
brought in 24 to date (its annual quota is expressed support for President Ronald Reagan's sanctions against the
350).
USSR in response to the reoression of the Solidarity trade union movement in
He then cited the achievements of
Poland. Photo above shows some of the Ukrainians carrying placards at the
(Continued on pap 11)
demonstration.

Gilman cites UAVets' resolutions

UNA district committee meets
New York
NEW YORK - The autumn or
ganizing meeting of the New York UNA
District Committee was held on Sep
tember 23 in the Ukrainian National
Home here, with 30 branch secretaries
and representatives as well as UNA
officers present.
Mykola Chomanczuk, chairman of
the New York District Committee,
presided, while Olena Hentisz, district
secretary, took the minutes. Mr. Cho
manczuk welcomed all, including Stefan
Hawrysz, supreme organizer; Askold
Lozynskyj, supreme advisor; Mary
Dushnyck, past vice president and now
honorary member of the UNA Supreme
Assembly; Joseph Lesawyer, former
president and now honorary UNA
member; and Wasyl Orichowsky, senior
field organizer.
First to address the gathering was
Mr. Hawrysz, who reviewed the major
areas of UNA activity, dwelling at
greatest length on the organizing sector.
As of August 31, he reported, 1,293
members had been organized for
53,164,000 of insurance, but had the
400-odd convention delegates fulfilled
their moral responsibilities the annual
quota of 4,000 members of 1982 would
have been realized. Also, many branches
had not organized any members to date
despite the fact that many branch
representatives had been convention
delegates.
The speaker also touched on the
UNA'sfinancialstatus, which continues
to grow, and noted that UNA scholar
ships had been granted in the amount of
545,000 to 144 students and that 14

Seattle residents protest pipeline

Yosyp Hoshuliak: on the record
Our epic, our ancient song.
Forever shall remain,
And that is where our glory lies,
The glory of Ukraine.
— Tares Shevchenko
Ukrainian Canadian bass Yosyp
Hoshuliak is no newcomer to the
recording field: in 1967 he released an
album titled "Ukrainian Classics" (volume
1) featuring works by My kola Lysenko
and Vasyl Barvinsky (among others). In
1975 he published a stereo album called
"Bass Arias and Monologues" with
works by Verdi, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Mykola Fomenko and an epic mono
logue "The Monk," composed by
Mykhailo Verykivsky.
All records including the one now
under re /iew, volume 2 of "Ukrainian
Classics" (issued 19,82), were
lovingly produced and carry complete
texts of works sung, also translated into
English and French; the first two
albums carry biographical sketches of
composers as well as their photographs.
Exciting career

latest album, Mr. Hoshuliak has had an
eventful career. Born in Ukraine, he
studied in Germany, Holland and
Canada, developing a deep range and
rich texture of voice which has com
manded attention everywhere.
Soon after coming to Canada in 1950
he found himself in demand for radio,
television and concert appearances. In
1958 he became a member of the Cana
dian Opera Company, winning recogni' tion in the succeeding years for his rich
voice in productions of the operas
"Turandot," "Tosca," "Othello," "Eu
gene Onegin," "Aida" and "Macbeth."
Mr. Hoshliak's repertoire includes 25
operatic roles and, being a linguist as
well as a musician, he sings in five
languages with equal ease. "A magnifi
cent voice and strong dramatic talent,"
wrote Hugh Thompson in the Toronto
Daily Star.
As a recording artist, Mr. Hoshuliak
won immediate favor for his first album
of Ukrainian classics (1967) dedicated
to the Canadian Centennial and the
75th anniversary of Ukrainian settle
ment in Canada.

According to the liner notes of the

TARASSHEVCHENKO

Critics very favorable

iwctMiani

Record connoisseur Clyde Gilmour,
writing in the Toronto Daily Star, termed
this record "a stirring album"containing
well-chosen ballads by Barvinsky,
Stetsenko, Hayvoronsky, Stepovy and
Lysenko "that cling insistently to the
melancholy vein but offer interesting
contrasts..."
His second album "Bass Arias and
Monologues" is equally acclaimed. "An
enjoyable, powerful recital by a robustvoiced Ukrainian Canadian," wrote
Clyde Gilmour in Sound Magazine.
Wrote Casimir Carter of the "Winnipeg

.'
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Cover of new Hoshuliak album.

Letter to the editor

On Ukrainian-Rusyn dialogue
Dear Editor:
It is with great interest that we have
been following the dialogue between the
Ukrainian and the Rusyn communities in
The Ukrainian Weekly as well' as in
other newspapers. And while we find
such an exchange long overdue and
highly desirable, the central theme of
this dialogue appears to us to be more
concentrated on polemics or issues of
the past than on the opportunities of the
future.
Unquestionably, we do appreciate
that such things are easier said than
done. But we also believe that there is so
much more to be accomplished while
working jointly for the betterment of
our future than trying to undo or redo
our past.
Since the question of identity is of
such great interest to both communi
ties, let us consider the topic of the 1980
U.S. Census and the Library of Con
gress in context of this identity factor.
The 1980 U.S. Census initiated a new
approach to the heritage identity by
introducing, in the so-called long-form
questionnaire, a category of ancestry.

Regrettably, the Census Bureau decided
to include the ancestry of Rusyn under
the direct category listing of Russian.
There is, in addition, a separate ancestry
category of Ruthenian (a term with
which Ukrainians and Rusyns also
identify) which includes listings of Little
Russian (a derogatory term no less) as
well as Carpathian and Red Russian but
no Carpatho-Rusyn.
Ukrainians did fare somewhat better
by being listed in a stand-alone cate
gory. But the USSR, an umbrella term
which includes the lands of both Ukrai
nians and Rusyns, is listed under the
ancestry category of Russian; while
Bessarabia and Bukovina are identified
exclusively with Rumanian ancestry.
Curiously, Galicia can be found only as
a sub-category of Spaniards, but not of
Ukrainian or any other Slavic ancestry
group. And the list goes on and on and
on.
The Library of Congress, in its
"Subject Headings" catalogue identifies
Kievan Rus' (an undisputed genesis of
common ancestral identity for both
(Continued on page 11)

Yosyp Hoshuliak in concert.
Free Press": Mr. Hoshuliak is uan artist'
of the highest rank... one of the finest
bass singers to appear in Winnipeg in
recent years."
Ukrainian classics again

Kos-Anatolsky bring forth reminis
cences of Shevchenko as a child. Also
autobiographical is D. Sichynsky's "I
zolotoi і dorohoi" ("No Matter How")
which brings forth a fine line, diction
and warm timbre. Also on the album
are three less-known numbers by Ostap
Bobykevych. These, while not real
classics in the usual sense, are satisfying
and add new, subtle musical values.
They also show Mr. Hoshuliak's gift for
making simple songs spring into life
with character.

The third album which Hoshuliak
produced (stereo) is dedicated to the
verses of Taras Shevchenko, Ukraine's
national poet. It is titled "Ukrainian
Classics No. 2" to continue the series
begun in 1967, and it was produced in
1982.
Soloist records well
Like thefirstvolume of Ukrainian clas
sics, Volume 2 is dedicated for the most
Mr. Hoshuliak records well; he has a
part to the works of Mykola Lysenko
(one complete side is spent on his variety of tone color, as well as richness
works.) With Lysenko, Mr. Hoshuliak and strength that he knows exactly how
is undoubtedly on home ground, and to use. He brings forth enough grace,
his reditions abound in authenticity. In taste and drama for these songs. There
other words, Lysenko works seem to is also freshness of musical delight and a
typify the identification, never stronger loftiness of the textual spirit onefindsin
than at present, that, Mr. Hoshuliak has few other songs.
always felt with this composer.
Technically the recording is very
"Sviato v Chyhyryni" ("The Feast in satisfying; the balance between the
Chyhyryn") has suitable detailed gran vocalist and accompanist (the talented
deur, while "Prychynna" ("The Be Tetiana Tkachenko) is carefully main
witched Woman") about the river tained so that there is a true sense of
Dnieper is much better than the version an equal partnership between the two
by Kryzhanivsky which has been sung artists.
to death by our choruses.
There is much to explore here in this
In "The Days Pass By,"hopelessness new stereo album, even for the welland hopefulness come to the fore along informed Ukrainian song lover, and
with the post-war trend towards atten much to give delight.
tion to verbal detail. "Meni odnakovo"
("I Care Not") speaks of resignation but
Availability of albums
also determination at the same time;
this song displays subtle and at the same
To order this latest album, send SI2,
time restrained gravity of expression.
payable to Yosyp Hoshuliak, 24 MabeUe
"Dolia" (Destiny) is beautifully Ave., Apt. 809, Islington, Ont., Canada
performed here, although this number M9A 4X7. (The album is also available
is musically least satisfying in this at Ukrainian bookstores in Toronto.) I
album. On the other hand, "O Dnieper, might also add that Mr. Hoshuliak still
My Dnieper" is vengeance-filled and has in stock his previous album of
monologues issued 1975 in stereo, on
displays superb vocal calibre.
which he is accompanied by a full sym
phony orchestra, an album as carefully
Other composers in album
and attractively produced as this current
"The Haidamaks" (epilogue) by A. one of Ukrainian classics.
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News and views

Ukrainian Weekly

UPA anniversary
This year, Ukrainians everywhere are commemorating the 40th
anniversary of a popular revolutionary movement that, in a sense,
serves as a benchmark of Ukrainian resistance to Soviet occupation —
the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA).
On one level, the formation of the UPA was a product of the times. It
was created as a fighting unit to combat the rapacious policies of two
invaders - the Nazis and the Red Army. But it was also a product of
something else, something less tactile but just as real. Nineteenthcentury French politician Alexandere Ledru-Rollin once wrote:
"Nothing has ever remained of any revolution but what was ripe in the
conscience of the masses." Viewed in this context, the establishment of
the UPA was a logical extension of the will of the Ukrainian people, of
the impulse for liberty and self-determination that has raddled the
fabric of Ukrainian history for centuries and lives on today.
It is easy to see, then, why the ranks of the UPA partisans were filled
with politically diverse Ukrainians (and some non-Ukrainians) who,
nevertheless, shared a common goal. There were former Red Army
officers, former members of the army of the Ukrainian National
Republic and ex-Komsomol leaders such as Yuriy Pozychaniuk. The
ranks of the UPA included students and peasants, intellectuals and
farmers, a veritable cross-section of Ukrainians. Led by Gen. Roman
Shukhevych (Taras Chuprynka) until his death in a skirmish with
Soviet forces in 1951, these men and women were the scourge of both
the Nazi and Soviet regimes, engaged in a two-front war to regain their
homeland.
In this light, the courageous struggle of the UPA is even more
amazing. But what is perhaps more inspiring is the fact that the UPA
"managed to continue the battle after the end of World War II against
the combined forces of the Soviet bloc, and with many of its leaders
arrested or dead. In 1946, for example, on the eve of the elections for
the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, the UPA was engaged in a fierce,
disruptive action against Soviet forces. In 1947, a combined force of
Russian, Czech and Polish troops launched a massive campaign in the
Carpathian Mountains to weed out and destroy the UPA."
Surrounded, badly out-gunned and out-manned, the UPA managed
to fight on into the 1950s. As late as 1954, Ukrainian Communist
leaders were warning that remnants of the OUN and UPA were trying
to penetrate into collective farms, educational institutions and
enterprises, and in 1956 there were reports that the local Soviet press in
the Volhynia region had published appeals to UPA groups to
surrender.
There is no need for hyperbole here, no need to exaggerate the
heroism, martyrdom and idealism of the UPA minions. The UPA's
programs were basic and humanitarian. It sought and fought for a free
homeland that would guarantee the sanctity of social and human
rights for its citizens. Tens of thousands of UPA fighters were killed.
Their political leaders were arrested, shot or imprisoned.
But the key thing to remember is that, like the early Kozaks or
nationalist revolutionaries of 1917-1920s, the brave men and women
of the UPA left a legacy, a continuation of an ideal "that is ripe in the
consciences of the masses," namely, the ideal of Ukrainian
independence. There are few dissidents in Ukraine today who do not
acknowledge the legitimacy of the valiant struggle waged by the UPA
and OUN.
There are those who criticize the Ukrainian emigration, particularly
the political organizations, for making revolution a staid and romantic
tiadition. They point out that revolution belongs in the realm of the
young, the virile, the vibrant. They argue that many of our aging
political leaders, long cut off from their homeland in an actual and
political sense and no longer "the young Turks" they once were, have
lost sight of this fact, and have transformed the concept of revolution
into a type of institution rather than the spontaneous, volatile and,
most importantly, immediate entity it, in fact, is. There may be some
truth in this, but it appears that this tendency, steeped in obvious
irony, is an inevitable by-product of the isolation inherent in any
emigre group. This should in no way, however, overshadow the real
contributions made by these men and institutions during the struggle
for Ukrainian independence.
We only bring this up to underscore the fact that the celebrations of
the 40th anniversary of the UPA should be looked at, particularly by our
young people, as something much more than ritualistic and perhaps
self-serving paens to the bygone days of glory. The real meaning of
the UPA transcends such a solipsistic and oversimplified view. The
revolutionary fervor and desire for freedom that formed the esprit de
corps of the UPA still exist in Ukraine, although they have taken other
forms. This, then, makes the celebrations truly meaningful, because it
shows that all those in the UPA who laid down their lives in countless
battles, did not die in vain. All Ukrainians, then, should pay nonpartisan homage to this valiant revolutionary guerrilla group, for it
manifested the unshakable principle of Ukrainian independence that
doubtlessly we all share.

Re: cultural myopia in U.S.
its cultural myopia. Our export market
represents 8 percent of our gross na
Reaganism is doing something to my tional product; German and Japanese
fellow conservatives, and I'm distressed. exports represent 15 to 25 percent of
First it was Patrick Buchanan, a former their GNPs. We push American pro
Nixon speechwriter, lauding adversity ducts hoping to change their habits and
as the touchstone of American progress. tastes. They adapt their products to our
Then came columnist George F. Will tastes and markets.
praising cultural conformity as the
We have an enormous trade deficit
salvation of the "American Way."
with Japan. They have 10,000 sales
people
in New York City alone. All
In a recent Sun-Times column, Mr.
Will urged people to read "Hunger of speak English. We have 1,000 sales
Memory." It's the autobiography of people in Japan. Few speak Japanese.
Richard Rodriguez, a Mexican-Ame
Most of the world's leaders are
rican who earned his Ph.D. in English multilingual. Ours seem to take per
literature and wrote a book about it.
verse pride in speaking only English.
Mr. Will finds two things noteworthy Imagine Pope John Paul II speaking
about his relatively mundane accom only Polish!
plishment. First is Mr. Rodriguez's ad
The State Department no longer
mission that during his climb up the requires a second language for entry
academic ladder he could "not afford to into the foreign service. The results, as
admire his parents ... and still summon Simon points out, have been costly:
the stamina toriseabove their life."The
second is Mr. Rodriguez's apparent aban
" Before the Vietnam War, there were
donment of his Mexican heritage and fewer than five American-born experts
Spanish language. The "healthy.trend," in the State Department who could
concludes Mr. Will, is "away from the speak any of the languages of that
romance of diversity toward unifor region.
mity."
о When the Iranian crisis began in
I have no quarrel with Mr. 1978, only six of the 60 foreign service
Rodriguez. He made his choice officers in the U.S. embassy in Tehran
and he's stuck with it. There were even minimally familiar with
are thousands of immigrant Farsi.
children who have earned their Ph.D.s
" When the Soviets invaded Af
and still manage to admire their parents ghanistan, no one in our embassy in
and remain happily bicultural and Kabul spoke Russian.
bilingual. My problem is with those
If we contrast our capabilities with
who applaud ethnocentrism in the naive those of the Soviet Union, our deficien
belief that this is best for America.
cies become even more apparent:
e There are more teachers of English
A far more enlightening book for
Americans is "The Tongue-Tied Ame in the Soviet Union than students of
rican" by Rep. Paul Simon (D-Ill.). "At Russian in the United States.
e The Center for American and
a time when the national need dictates
that we should be increasing the expo Canadian Studies in Moscow expanded
sure of our citizens to other languages its budget fivefold in the past two
and cultures," he writes, "that exposure decades. The Russian Studies Center at
Harvard cut its budget by 80 percent.
is declining."
" Of the 4,576 "defense-security"
Meaningful communication in the
international arena involves the ability positions in our government requiring
to understand the culture and language Russian proficiency, only 3,039 of the
of friends and foes alike. Many Ameri 1980 incumbents had it. If so few speak
cans, however, brought up to be justi Russian, how many fewer speak any of
fiably proud of the "American Way," the other 32 major languages of the
subconsciously adopt the erroneous U.S.S.R.? How many understand
corollary that all other "ways" are Uzbek, Chuvash, Tadzhik or even
inferior. They still believe that our Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian and
foreign-born citizens ahd their offspring Ukrainian? More than 60 million people
can best demonstrate their "Ameri speak those languages.
canism" by repudiating their ethnocultural traditions and succumbing to
Time is running out for the United
lingual amnesia.
States and higher tariffs alone wont
The United States has paid dearly for save us. Nor will bigger and better
bombs. We didn't lose in Vietnam
because of inferiorfirepower,and we're
Dr. Kuropas is the supreme vice not losing in Central and South America
president of the UNA. The article above because we need more aircraft carriers.
was originally published in the October We're being outmaneuvered because
7 issue of the Chicago Sun- Times under many of our business and political
the headline " Multilingualism — a cure leaders suffer from what may well be a
for arrogance."
case of terminal arrogance.
by Dr. Myron B. Kuropas

Special events commemorate UPA anniversary
NEW YORK - A series of events
has been planned in this city to com
memorate the 40th anniversary of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army.
A special exhibit, featuring historical
documents and photographs, opened
Sunday, October 17, at the Ukrainian
Sports Club, 122 Second Ave., and will
run through Sunday, October 24. The
exhibit, designed by artists Liuboslav
Hutsaliuk and Bohdan Tytla with
photographs by Volodymyr Hrytsyn
may be viewed this Sunday at 1-8 p.m.
A concert, featuring Metropolitan
Opera soloist Paul Plishka, concert

pianist Juliana Osinchuk, violinist
Melania Kupchynsky, stage actors
Laryssa and Volodymyr Lysniak and
the Prometheus Choir of Philadelphia,
was to be held Saturday, October 23, at
the Cooper Union concert hall.
Finally, a scholarly conference will
be held on Sunday, November 7, at the
Ukrainian Institute of America 2 E
79th St.
The events have been coordinated by
the Public Committee for the Obser
vance of the 40th Anniversary of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army.
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The Madrid Review Conference: an updated report
Twelfth semiannual report by the
president to the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe on the
implementation of the Helsinki Final
Act. December 1, 1981 to May 31.1982.

among their military personnel. There
were no such exchanges between the
United States and Eastern signatories
during this reporting period.
Questions relating to disarmament

Pert VI
DOCUMENT ON CONFIDENCEBUILDING MEASURES
The Helsinki Final Act and its document on military confidence-building
measures (CBMs) commit all signatory
states to give prior notification of major
military maneuvers, defined as those
involving more than 25,000 ground
troops. The final act also encourages
signatories to undertake other CMBs
voluntarily, including the invitation of
observers to maneuvers, exchange of
military visits, prior notification of
smaller scale maneuvers (those having
fewer than 25,000 troops),.and prior
notification of major military movements.
Since 1975, all CSCE participants
holding military maneuvers of more
than 25,000 ground troops have provided prior notification of those maneuvers. uSoyuz-81," a large Soviet exercise,
was not notified under CSCE and raised
a question in this regard. Further, the
information in notifications issued by
Eastern states has normally been minimal.
With regard to smaller-scale maneuvers, a number of NATO and neutral/ non-aligned states have given prior
notification. In the East, however, only
Hungary has given notification of
smaller-scale maneuvers.
Over the past years, the NATO and
neutral/non-aligned states have been
forthcoming in extending invitations to
observers, and in allowing observers the
opportunity to understand and follow
the maneuvers. NATO members have
invited observers to 16 of their 21 major
military maneuvers. The Eastern states
have invited observers to seven of their
15 major military maneuvers. Moreover, opportunities provided observers
at Eastern maneuvers to view activities
remain restricted, particularly in comparison with the treatment accorded
observers at Western and neutral/ nonaligned maneuvers.
Prior notification of major military
maneuvers
NATO members conducted no major
military maneuvers involving more
than 25,000 troops during the reporting
period, nor did any neutral/ non-aligned
state.
One major military maneuver was
conducted by an Eastern state, and
prior notification was made. Czechoslovakia notified the maneuver
"Druzhba-82," involving some 25,000
Czech, Soviet and Hungarian forces,
held in Czechoslovakia January 25-30.
Observers were not invited.
Prior notification of smaller-scale
maneuvers
Only Sweden notified a smaller-scale
maneuver during the reporting period.
The maneuver "Norrsken" was held in
Sweden February 28 : March. 11, involving approximately 23,000 Swedish
troops. Observers were invited.
Exchange of military visits
Signatory states are encouraged by
the final act to promote exchanges

The final act makes no provisions for
arms-control negotiations but does
express the belief of the signatories in
the necessity of effective arms control.
With respect to security matters directly
related to Europe, the United States:
c participated in negotiations with
the Soviet Union in Geneva on the
subject of intermediate-range nuclear
forces (INF), in which the United States
tabled a draft treaty proposing the
elimination of all longer range U.S. and
Soviet INF missiles;
" consulted closely with the Allies
regarding the implementation of all
aspects of the December 1979 decision
by NATO foreign and defense ministers
on 'modernization and arms control
involving INF; and
a participated in the mutual and
balanced force-reductions negotiations
(MBFR) in Vienna; and
^ proposed to begin Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks (START) with the
Soviet Union.
IMPLEMENTATION OF BASKET
II: COOPERATION IN THE FIELDS
OF ECONOMICS, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Neither the provision on economic
information nor business working
conditions in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union have shown improvement
during the reporting period, or in the
entire period since Helsinki. Since the
Belgrade meeting, our assessment is
that each East European signatory has
tended to provide even fewer statistics
and on a less timely basis than before. In
general economic reporting remains
inadequate and varies according to
whether developments are good or bad.
Business facilitation remains well below
Western standards, with substantial
differences among the countries.
Western economic dealings in Poland
experienced disruption in the aftermath
of the Soviet-inspired repression there.
Intertwined trade and financial ties with
Poland are likely to remain at very low
levels while the current situation there
continues. The economic consequences
of events in Poland impacted on some
countries of the region. Polish fmancial
difficulties and other factors helped
make Western lenders uneasy in varying
degrees about further exposure in the
Soviet .Union, Rumania and other
countries in the region.
The United States has continued
efforts to expand in appropriate ways
trade and economic and other contacts
with Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, although naturally there has
been Poland-related Western restraint
toward Poland and the Soviet Union.
The country-by-country survey and
the following science and technology
section serve to highlight the generally
poor compliance by Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union with the provisions of Basket II. Trade efforts by the
United States reflect our willingness to
hold the door open for the improvements, promised at Helsinki when individual countries allow us to do so.
Bilaterial economic and commercial
activities
BULGARIA: Bulgaria continues to

treat detailed economic and commercial
information as confidential and to limit
direct Western contact with end-users.
Commercial contacts with Bulgarian
officials and authorized foreign-trade
organizations (FTOs) are reasonably
good.
Even published information is sometimes difficult to obtain. Seemingly,
information during this period has
become more tardy, too. The Bulgarian
"New Economic Mechanism" has not
improved Western access to Bulgarian
"end-user" firms and ministry officials,
although it may be too early to expect
great changes. Bilateral trade is at a low
level.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA: The, in many
respects, unsatisfactory working conditions for the foreign business community in Czechoslovakia did not improve
during this period. Businessmen were
occasionally harassed. The difficulty of
making commercial contacts, the paucity and overpricing of needed support
services, the difficulties in hiring suitable
local employees, and the general lack of
necessary marketing information continue. As one means of control, resident
Western businessmen are required to
complete a monthly report listing all
contacts made in that period. Two U.S.
companies plan to reduce their staffs in
Czechoslovakia.
The quantity and quality of Czechoslovak economic data remain unsatisfactory. The 1981 plan was not published. There is a trend to denigrate the
value of available data by expressing
statistics only in relative terms (percentage of a base year), and production
volume statistics are decreasing. Data
are inconsistent from year to year.
Policies concerning economic-commercial cooperation remain among the
strictest of the CEMA countries. Czechoslovak interest in "industrial cooperation" is^art of an effort to acquire
advanced technology through obtaining prototypes. Negotiations on such
ventures are protracted and are characterized by the need to penetrate
layers of ministerial bureaucracy before
useful contacts are made with the actual
production partners. During this period,
Czechoslovak authorities have placed
even greater emphasis on various forms
of barter, including that aimed at the
acquisition of technology.
There has been a continuation of the
practice of excluding U.S. and some
other Western firms from consideration
on tenders from projects. The number
of Western firms having offices in the
country has been stable.
Bilateral trade is at a low level and is
difficult to promote and finance. Even
the resolution of the longstanding
problem of claims/gold in February
1982 is unlikely to result in any rapid
improvement of Czechoslovak economic relations with the United States.
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC: The Basket II performance of
the G D R is poor, after worsening
slightly in the previous reporting period.
There has been a noticeable reduction in
commercial relations with Western
countries, reportedly due to foreign
exchange problems. Economic statistics
are inadequate. The GDR statistical
pocketbook and yearbook covering the
year ending December 31,1980, did not
become available until November 1981.
The macroeconomic statistics published
in these books, in addition to being late,
were in highly aggregated form and in
general did not serve the needs of banks
and firms seeking to evaluate potential
business relationships. The GDR con-

tinues to provide no information on its
international accounts.
Business facilitation has not shown
improvement. There has been pressure
on Western firms to agree to countertrade proposals, in an effort to tie
import outlays to national exports or to
acquire Western technology. In most
other respects there were no changes in
GDR practices which are not in full
compliance with Basket II provisions.
HUNGARY: Hungarian performance
on Basket II obligations has in this
period remained at a level which is
better than in other CEMA states,
without worsening in any major area
and with some improvements.
Economic and commercial information, trade contacts, and business
facilitation in general are at levels that
are similar or 'bettejathan at the time
when Hungary signed the final act.
However, complaints still heard from
Western businessmen reflect the fact
that compliance on Basket II issues still
remains below Western levels.
Increased emphasis was placed in
Hungary, as in other states in Eastern
Europe, on the nation's financial and
trade balances with the West. However,
in the Hungarian case this did not have
the effect of worsened Basket II compliance in the area of trade.
Business access still is sometimes
difficult for smaller firms, although less
so than in other CEMA countries.
Hungary's application to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) was
approved and accession occurred on
May 6. Internally, economic reform
aimed at greater reliance on market
mechanisms and private initiative continues. For example, a new, quasiprivate small business reform was
instituted in January.
Hungary was the onlyCEMAcountry
represented by a pavilion at the World
Energy Fair in Knoxville, Tenn.
POLAND: The martial law conditions and associated economic disruptions in Poland have had a profound
effect during this period and on prospects for the future. The externally
instigated repression has dealt a severe
blow to domestic and foreign economic
possibilities, and these will remain
limited until the country can revitalize
itself. Commercial activity, already
reduced in the last period, markedly
declined, and arrearages on foreign
debts grew apace. Poland's severe
shortage of convertible currencies and
the resulting decline in trade have
drastically circumscribed business opportunities for Western firms.
The comparatively good access of
American businessmen previously reported was severely hampered during
the first months of martial law by the
cessation of all telephone and telex
services and difficulties in obtaining
gasoline. Written permission was needed for travel. Two of the 20 U.S.
business offices in Poland have closed in
recent months, and no new ones have
opened. American businessmen find
proposals hampered by Poland's severe
external financial situation and by
increasingly vigorous demands for
different forms of barter. The absence
of dependable air service has been
another difficulty.
While the limited economic information has not been reduced and is still
regularly published, it remains inadequate. There is some suspicion that the
authorities may occasionally be tampering with data in order to support claims
(Continued on page 12)
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Ukrainian hockey update
by I ho r N. S tel mach

Gretzky and 57 Ukes
on x82 camp rosters
Well, it's about that time oi year
again, folks. All the news you ever
wanted to know about Ukrainians in
the world of hockey has sifted through
these pages in the past few months.
News from the 1981-82 season is in,
digested and filed away. Now, onward
and upward to 1982-83.
A scan of the 21 National Hockey
League training camp rosters revealed a
grand total of 57 Ukrainians plus
Wayne Gretzky. (Once and for all,
Wayne Gretzky will be included on the
pages of these updates in respect to the
Ukrainian heritage present on his
. aternal side, though he is not as fulliooded as the remaining ' Ukrainian
Mayers are believed to be.) Fifty-seven
Ukrainians competing for the 20 parentclub roster openings on each of the
clubs! Fifty-seven! Granted, among
these 37 there are superstars, stars,
average stars, journeymen, unripe
youngsters in need of more seasoning
and guys who don't really have a chance
at the big time. But wow, 57 of them —
er, of us!!!
Glancing at this large Ukrainian
contingent, the team with the most
Ukrainian representatives is Chicago,
with a whopping listing of eight. In
second place, each staffing five Ukes,
are Detroit, St. Louis, Toronto and
Winnipeg. The Islanders boast four,
while Boston, Hartford and New Jersey
(ex-Colorado) each have three. Fran
chises limited to only one of our country
men include Los Angeles, Pittsburgh
and Quebec. Except for Minnesota and
the New York Rangers who have none
(shame on both of you!) the remaining
squads list two Ukrainians per roster.
We count Edmonton as having One and
a half.
A position breakdown of the 57
Ukrainians shows a rather inordinate
number of center men (19), many defensemen (11) and rightwingers (10).
Then there are nine goaltenders and
only eight left-wingers. Of the five
Ukrainian Blues on the St. Louis roster,
four are centers. Among the five Ukrai
nian Maple Leafs, three, are centers. A
net of 37 Ukrainians play on the for
ward line (either centers or wingers) and
only 20 are defensive positioners
(goalies and blueliners).
The NHL enters its new campaign
with a franchise relocation to the New
Jersey Meadowlands, via Colorado,
via Kansas City, and a new collective
bargaining agreement for the players.
Of further noteworthy mention are
various league-wide seminars for
befuddled goaltenders, the subject of
which was how to keep Gretzky under
100 goals and 200 points. (Just kidding!)
Speaking, once again, of Gretzky,
since the wunderkind is only one-half
Ukrainian, perhaps we should list only
half of his scoring stats in our biweekly
Ukrainian scoring leaders feature?
Come to think of it, probably wouldn't
work out either, since at the rate Wayne
scores points, half his actual total would
still lead the league!!!
Another tibbit in 1982-83 is the
presence of the Winnipeg Jets and their
super Ukrainian triumvirate in the
Smythe Division, coming over in a
realignment move from their old home
in the Norris Division. And speaking of
division, predicting the four winners is
harder than ever. The division of power
in the NHL is finally close to being
evenly distributed on an almost league-
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Flops of the Smythe figure to be (no
wide basis. The word "parity" is actually mentor Roger Neilson.
Another new regime takes over in surprise here, pucksters) those (how can
being used in previews around hockey
good, but seemingly always disappoint anyone actually call them the) Kings
circles.
Let's examine the NHL in the season ing Calgary. New coach Bob Johnson from Los Angeles. Noblemen here
ahead, through potential contributions does not inherit any Ukrainians on his include Dionne, Taylor and a spunky
Ukrainian third centerman, Danny
NHL roster.
of formidable Ukrainian stars.
Last year's biggest regular season Bonar (13-23-36).
surprise had to be the young, upstart
Minnesota "Norris"
Winnipeg Jets. This season, look for Islanders count green
Stars favored
them to continue their improvement, on Patrick's Day
Though lacking the key ingredient perhaps giving Vancouver a fierce
Remember the old TV show about
which can transform any Stanley Cup challenge for second. Here we find the
contender into a sure-bet champion, at three top performers all Ukrainian. Gilligan and his ill-fated marooned
least one Ukrainian performer, the Start with 1981-82 Rookie of the Year friends somewhere in the Pacific? By
North Stars of Minnesota are hereby Dale Hawerchuk (45-58-103): he can changing a few words of the show's
improve upon those point figures his introductory song we come up with an
picked to finish first in the Norris.
second time around. Go to third-year
A close second should be St. Louis, defenseman Dave Babych (19-49-68): apropos analysis of this year's Patrick
led by center Bernie Federko (30-62-92 king-pin on the attack from the point Division race:
"So join us here each year-end, my
a year ago). "The Magician," as he is and king-pin defender in front of the
referred to by appreciative teammates, Winnipeg goal. Finish up with veteran friends, you're sure to get a smile,
With 18 Stanley Cup champions,
decides the ultimate fate and fortune of winger Morris Lukowich (43-49-92): a
the Blues. As goes Bernie, so go the guy everyone said would never make it. here on Mike Bossy's Isle!"
You got it, Trottier, Potvin, Tonelli,
Blues! An injury-free season by right- Well, made it he has, indeed! He was
winger Wayne Babych (19-25-44 in 51 recently rewarded with a new, lucrative Smith, Gillies, the Suiters and, oh yes,
the
1982 Conn Smythe Trophy (playoff
games last season) spells bad news for five-year contract.
(Continued on pap 15)
enemy goalkeepers and Norris Division
combatants. A bit more power-play
production from center/point-man
UKRAINIANS ON TRAINING CAMP ROSTERS
Mike Zuke (13-40-53) would not hurt
the cause.
Team
Player
Pos.
A close third, capable of second, are
Buffalo
Sabres
C
Andreychuk, Dave
the Chicago Black Hawks. Tom Lysiak
Winnipeg Jets
Babych, David
D
(32-50-82) has finally come into his own
St. Louis Blues
RW
Babych, Wayne
— together with Dennis Savard, they
Toronto Maple Leafs
Boimistruck, Fred
D
are the two vital Hawk cogs. Top
Los Angeles'Kings
C
Bonar, Dan
amateur selection Ken Yaremchuk,
New York Menders
RW
Bossy, Mike
another center, has a slim, but possible
Winnipeg Jets
C
Boyko,
Darren
chance at sticking—
New Jersey Devils
Chernomaz, Rich
C
Toronto should see signs of en
New Jersey Devils
D
Daneyko, Ken
couragement after a string of disastrous
St. Louis Blues
C
Federko, Bernie
season's. Second-year defender Fred
Edmonton Oilers
i\-C
Gretzky, Wayne
Boimistruck (2-11-13) is one of the few
Winnipeg'Jets" А.^"ї4- "'
Hawerchuk, Dale
C
reliable performers fellow Ukrainian
Hartford
Whalers
;.
ь
Hospodar,
Ed
D
and coach Mike Nykoluk relies on back
New York Islanders
GT
Hrudey, Kelly
of the blueli ne. Winger Rocky Saganiuk
Pittsburgh Penguins
Hrynewich, Tim LW
(17-16-33) must revert back to his AHL
New Jersey Devils
GT
Janaszak, Steve
sharp-shooting days (40+ goals his first
Chicago Black HawksGT
pro season in the minors) — otherwise,
Janecyk, Bob
he will become a mere journeyman.
Toronto Maple Leafs
Kaszycki, Mike
C
Center/winger Walt Poddnbny (3-4-7)
Boston Bruins і"- , -; \ ,
Kluzak, Gord
D
is yet another of those many youngsters
Winnipeg Jets
D
Kostenko, Greg
picked to some day lead the historically
Boston Bruins
C
Krnshelnyski, Mike
proud Leafs back to respectability. Last
Vancouver Canucks
Kulak, Stu
RW
year's top draftee, center Gary Yarem
Calgary Flames -GT
Lastiwka, Jeff
chuk (Ken's older brother), has already
Detroit Red Wings
GT
Lozinski, Larry
been sent'down for further refining.
Chicago Black Hawks
C
Ludzik, Steve
Winnipeg Jets
LW
Lukowich,
Morris
Finally comes Detroit, this year with
Chicago Black Hawks
C
Lysiak, Tom
a new owner, a new general manager, a
Quebec Nordiques
Malarchuk, Clint
GT
new coach, but few new performers who
Washington Capitals
Maruk, Dennis
C
can bring new results for this perennial
Boston Bruins
D
Melnyk, Larry
loser. Left-winger John Ogrodnick (28Philadelphia Flyers
Michayluk, Dave
RW
26-54) is one of only three all-stars this
Calgary Flames
Mokosak, Carl
LW
club has in its ranks. He's good —
Hartford Whalers
D
imagine how good he'd be with any sort
Mokosak, John
Detroit Red Wings
LW
of strong supporting cast. ThereVelieen
Ogrodnick, John
rave training-camp reviews for rookie
Montreal Canadiens
Orleski, Dave
LW
goalie Greg Stefan - a good candidate
Montreal Canadiens
RW
Paslawski, Greg
for back-up 'keeper Job.
Chicago
Black Hawks
RW
Pelensky, Регту
Toronto Maple Leafs
Poddubny, Walt
C
Oilers tycoons
Detroit Red Wings
Polonich, Dennis
C
Toronto Maple Leafs
RW
Saganiuk, Rocky
in Smythe
Edmonton Oilers
Semenko, Dave
LW
Washington Capitals
GT
Sidorkiewicz, Peter
Gretzky and his pals encounter no
Chicago Black Hawks
GT
Skorodenski, Warren
great or even medium-sized barriers on
New York Islanders
D
Steblyk,
Peter
their way to repeating as Smythe Divi
Detroit Red Wings
Stefan, Greg
GT
sion leaders. Last year's scoring leader
Vancouver Canucks
Smyl, Stan
RW
(92-120-212) is once more joined by
Hartford Whalers
Stoyanovich, Dave
LW
personal bodyguard, left-winger Dave
Semenko (12-12-24 with 194 PIM).
New York Islanders
Stoyanovich, Steve
C
Dave came close to sighing with the
Detroit Red Wings
Werbeniuk, Don
LW
Buffalo Sabres
RW
L. A. Kings, but decided the bonus and
Wichrowski, Mark
Chicago Black Hawks
RW
playoff bucks were bigger in Alberta.
Yachimecz, Bart
St. Louis Blues
Yakiwchuk, Dale
C
Runner-up nod belongs to last year's
Toronto Maple Leafs
Yaremchuk, Gary
C
big playoff surprise, the Vancouver
Chicago Black Hawks
Yaremchuk, Ken
C
Canucks. All the way to the finals they
went, spurred on by off-the-ice and onChicago Black Hawks
Zaharko, Miles
D
St. Louis Blues
Zemlak, Richard
C
the-ice leader, Super-Uke Stan Smyl
St. Louis Blues
Zuke, Mike
C
(34-44-78). In recognition for his superior
showing a year ago, "Steamer" was
Philadelphia Flyers
Zytynsky, Taras
D
recently named new team captain by
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

Museum news

of Bandura, 80-82 164th St., Jamaica, group wore his special jackets during a
N.Y. 11432.
video taping, and the elite Henri Bendel
The Ukrainian Museum has an
Classes are continuing as usual in department store on 57th Street is
nounced that Lubov Wolynetz has downtown Manhattan on Thursday planning to put out a spring line of his
joined the staff as a part-time employee evenings, while the Echoes of Ukraine unique dinner suits and dresses.
with a two-fold job: director of educa ensemble affiliated with the school
Using ah air brush, Mr. Mills paints
tional programs and cataloguer-re meets on Saturdays. Eight students constructivist designs across the front
searcher in charge of the museum's from the school are also attending the and back of 1940s white dinner suits,
ethnographic collection. Mrs. Woly bandura-building workshop at the continuing the pattern across the tie and
netz, a member of the museum's board Ukrainian Institute of America.
shirt front.
of directors, has been actively involved
The inspiration for the unusual
Always busy with performances, the
with the museum on a volunteer basis school's advanced students appeared in fashions came several months ago when
for several years. As educational co August at the Ukrainian Night in Long he was preparing to head for his birth
ordinator, she conducted embroidery Island's Eisenhower Park, the Interna day party at a restaurant. Finding a spot
courses (and still continues to do so), tional Festival held in September at on his white suit, he reached for his air
assisted museum director Maria Shust Staten Island Community College, and brush and painted a black design on the
in organizing other craft workshops, the Ukrainian street fair which took suit. The design covered the spot very
and has given lectures on Ukrainian place earlier this month in the East nicely - and created a head-turning
rituals and embroidery at the museum Village. Julian Kytasty, the school's outfit. Soon after that, he painted pink
and elsewhere.
director, and Natalka Pawlowsky were designs on a white suit to wear to a
The museum's current exhibit, "Lost a big hit with their bandura solos and dinner party in the all-pink Wings
Architecture of Kiev," will remain on duets at the International Festival Restaurant in Soho.
view until early 1983, but the exhibit is sponsored by Middle Collegiate Church
Carrying some suits as he returned
not to be missed, so don't put it off. The on October 17.
home by bus from a trip to Macy's
museum is open Wednesday through
(where he turned down the store's idea
Sunday, 1-5 p.m. (228-0110).
to mass-produce his outfits), Mr. Mills
The art scene
Lydia Hajduchok, who is involved
was engaged in conversation by a young
v
Paintings,
drawings
and
sculptures
with planning the program for the
lady sitting next to him. A member of
museum benefit concert scheduled for by Juriy Solovij, considered the most the Hall and Oates organization, the
November 14 at New York University's forceful and outstanding exponent of woman was dazzled by the suits and
Loeb Auditorium, reports that the list modern art among Ukrainian artists ordered five jackets with graphic de
of entertainers is growing into a mini- since World War II, were on view at the signs for delivery before the group's
night of Ukrainian stars. At this date, Ukrainian Institute of America from video taping session the next day. Mr.
here's what's in store for concert-goers: September 18 to October 12. At the Mills came through on time.
cellist Nestor Cybriwskyj, baritone opening reception on September 18,
On a similar expedition, Mr. Mills
Andrij Dobriansky, tenor Edward Mr. Solovij's work was discussed by was photographed on the street by
Evanko, pianists Thomas Hrynkiw and Bohdan Boychuk of New York. Born Women's Wear Daily staffer Bill CunnJuliana Osinchuk, bandurist Julian and educated in Ukraine, Mr. Solovij Women's Wear Daily staffer Bill
Kytasty, Detroit soprano Christine lived in Germany for a time and was Cunningham. The picture appeared in
Lypeck'y, modern dancers Nusha involved with non-objective art with a Women's Wear Daily last June 17.
Martynuk and Carte? McAdams, basso metaphysical motif. Following his
Mr. MillSi who studied art at Copper,
Paul Plishka, ballerina-Могла SJup- arrival in New York in 19S2, he turned Union, gained experience in painting on
chynskyj and violinist Halyna Strike. his attention to strong humanitarian cloth by decorating T-shirts for fellow
There will also be recitations by Lydia themes. Since 1970, he has immersed students. He sold Mills-designed TKrushelnytsky and Laryssa Lysniak, himself in what has come to be known shirts and jackets for a time in a Soho
v/ho has agreed to serve as mistress of as his Thousand Heads" period, pro boutique.
.,
ducing the first 1,000 paintings of the
ceremonies for the evening.
There's a good chance he inherited a
series in six weeks.
predisposition to artistic creativityfrom
о The Ukrainian Artists Association
his mother. Nikolas Mills is the son of '
Hot banduras
gallery at 136 Second Ave., will exhibit
Yaroslava Surmach Mills, the Ukrai
oils,
watercolors
and
charcoal
sketches
Somewhere in New York, there are
nian American artist who has become
four thieves with four hot banduras on by Verai Wasiczko of Newark, N.J., famous as a painter of folk scenes on
their hands, and no idea of how or from October 24 to 31. Winner of 20 glass and an author and illustrator of
where to sell them. The banduras, the awards since her first exhibit in 1972,
property of students of the School of Ms. Wasiczko concentrates on land
Bandura, were stolen from cars parked scapes and is especially fond of flowers
outside Ukrainian churches on two which remind her of the Carpathian
region where she grew up. Earlier this
recent weekends.
month, the Ukrainian Artists gallery
On October 3, two banduras were held a showing of work by Vitalij
taken from a car parked on Shevchenko Lyrwyn, recently arrived from Ukraine.
Place, next to St. George's Ukrainian Works of Australian artist Volodymyr
Catholic Church. The following Sun Savchak were on view at the gallery
day, two banduras were stolen from the from September 26 to October 3.
trunk of a car standing opposite Holy
^ The Alumni Biennial Exhibition III
Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox.Church on
now under way in the Woods-Gerry
Broome Street.
Apparently the hoodlums who roam Gallery at the Rhode Island School of
through Lower East Side and Soho Design, Providence, R.I., includes a
streets forcibly opened the car trunks, work by Попа Sochynsky of New York.
saw the large leather bandura cases and Miss Sochynsky's 56-by-48-inch oil,
titled "Construction," will be on exhibit
assumed that they held guitars.
The thieves don4 know that two of through October 27. Hours for the
the instruments are concert banduras, show, which includes paintings, textiles,
each worth about S 1,000. The other two metals and glass by top contemporary
artists who are alumni of the school, are
banduras are Chernihiv-type banduras,
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays, Thursdays,
valued at about S200 apiece.
Fridays and Saturdays,-and 2 to 5 p.m.
The bandura bandits are not making
out like thieves, however, since they do
not know the value of the musical
Instruments they stole. But to the
owners, it's a damaging loss, especially
to the owners of the concert banduras,
who cannot afford to replace such
costly instruments.
School administrator Nick Czorny
says that anyone who feels inclined to
assist in this emergency may send a
donation (it's tax-exempt) to the School

Nikolas Mills, wearing his original
graphic-designed suit, was snapped by
Women's Wear Daily photographer Bill
Cunningham as he strode along a
Manhattan street.
children's books, and is now winning
praise for her expertise in calligraphy
and painting stained-glass church
windows.

The musk beat
e Metropolitan Opera bass Andrij
Dobriansky, who is appearing in the
Met's current productions of "Boris
(Continued on pep 13)

Sundays.

Designs in fashion
Graphic designer Nikolas Charles
Mills has broken into the fashion field
with a big splash. Three articles of his
mod clothing adorned with graphic
abstract designs have been accepted by
the fashion department of the Metropo
litan Museum, his photograph has
appeared in Women's Wear Daily, the
well-known Hall and Oates pop-rock

Metropolitan Opera bass Andrij Dobriansky performs as soloist with the Fairfax
Symphony in a rendition of Shostakovich's 13th Symphony, a work commemo
rating the Babyn Yar massacre.
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MEDIA ACTION COALITION
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Whippany, New Jersey 0 7 9 8 1
—x
none of the Ukrainian group members recanted or are
Los Angeles, in a letter to the editor published in the
willing to turn off the symbolic light in spite of long jail
Los Angeles Times.
COMBAT
terms, labor camps or exile.
Ш "Whatever happened to the crusading zeal of
"Official persecution has become a way of life in the
American newspaper editors? Your 'Dissidents' USSR, not a deterrent. Martyrs have traditionally
CORRESPONDENCE editorial
merits praise for its compassion and challenged official persecution and not bowed to it

U "The July 1982 issue of the Official Journal of the
National Geographic Society was quite interesting,
especially the letters published under the caption of
'Poland' in the column titled 'Members Forum'...
"The term 'Kievan Russia' is fallacious and
incorrect — there was a 'Kievan Rus' but not a 'Kievan
Russia'. There is no rule in Slavonic grammar that
transposes 'Rus' into 'Russia.'
"The western Ukrainians were never a part of the
Russian Empire until their incorporation into the
Soviet Union in 1939-44. The widespread view that the
Soviet Union is a Russian nation-state, and not an
imperial conglomerate similar to the HabsburgAustrian-Hungarian Empire remains dominant even
in National Geographic circles.
"In August 1918, the National Geographic Maga
zine published 'The Ukraine,' Past and Present' by
Nevin O. Winter — though it was somewhat wanting,
it was a welcome ray of light - a first step forward in
understanding what was and what is going on in
Eastern Europe. But, it seems that an honest and
sincere approach
was lost through the years. ..."
William Blackwood, Huntington Park, Calif., in a
letter to National Geographic Magazine.
Ш "Edward M. White's review of 'Obasan' by Joy
Kogawa (Book Review, July 11) was of special interest
to me. First, as most Americans,.I wasn't aware that
Canadian Nisei suffered the same fate of internment
during World War Has the American Nisei. Second,
the Canadian internment indicates that history often
repeats itself although with different victims.
"During World War I the Canadian government
arrested and held (without due process of law) 18,000
Ukrainian immigrants in internment camps in Ontario
province. The Ukrainian immigrants had been born in
western Ukraine, ruled by the Austrian Empire before
World War I. Since the British Empire was at war with
Germany and Austria, the Canadian government
treated the Ukrainian immigrants as enemy nationals
even though the Ukrainians were long-time residents of
Canada and many had acquired Canadian citizen
ship." - Walter J. Lesiuk, Ukrainian Culture Center,

sympathy for the heroic Helsinki watchdog groups on
the announcement of their dissolution in the face of
unrelenting persecution by the Soviet government.
Why, however, do you not demand that our govern
ment withdraw its 1975 Helsinki recognition of Soviet
World War II annexations in view of the flagrant
violations of the 'quid pro quo'agreement made with
President Ford to respect numan rights within the
USSR and annexed territories? „.
"American editors could have Ambassador Dobrynin climbing the walls of the Soviet embassy by
constantly reminding him that while more than a 100
new nations have been created since World War II out of
former Western power colonies, the Soviet regime
continues to enlarge its vast colonial empire which
within the USSR alone includes many ancient nations
whose combined population equals, if not exceeds,
that of the ruling Russians." - John Switalski,
Berkeley, Calif., in a letter to the editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle.

Ш "The report of the demise of the Moscow Helsinki
Monitoring Group by The Star-Ledger and other news
papers raises far more questions than it answers. The
reported Document 195, presented by Yelena Bonner,
wife of physicist Andrei Sakharov, stated that the
group disbanded due t o ' pressure of the authorities,'
and referred to the Armenian, Georgian, Lithuanian
and Ukrainian monitors as mere satellites of the
Moscow group. How was Mrs. Bonner chosen to
speak for the group in her Moscow press conference?
And how could she communicate with Dr. Yuri Orlov,
the Rev. Gleb Yakunin, AnatolyShcharansky and other
political prisoners in order to obtain permission to
disband when they are under tight security?
"Also, how could the 37-member Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, the largest of the monitoring groups
within the USSR boundaries to cite violations by the
Soviet Union, be called a satellite of the Moscow
group? Although all of the Helsinki groups cooperated
with each other, each had its own specific goals and
directions. Regardless of the Moscow group's actions,

Writer Mykola Rudenko, founder of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Monitoring Group, continues to stress
universal human rights while his wife Raisa is herself
in jail for trying to smuggle his poetry from prison.
Blind and gravely ill Yuriy Shukhevych, incarcerated
for over 30 years without having committed a crime,
has not renounced his father for being a freedom
fighter during World War II. The USSR has displayed
the weakness of its system, not its strength, through its
persecutions.
"Instead of greed as the motivating force to 'sell the
rope to the Soviet government' to hang the 'capitalist
West,' support for the human-rights movement
should be an integral part of the over-all American
strategy when dealing with the Soviet Union, not only
out of principle but because of pragmatic considera
tions, too. We need the help of democratic groups and
individuals inside the USSR which, when coupled
with the current economic approach, could induce the
Soviets to reform their system and modify their
internal and international behavior.
"Promoting human rights is the test of the stability
and sanity of a nation. This fact has been recognized
by the U.S. Congress which recently passed House
Concurrent Resolution 205, sponsored by two New
Jersey congressmen, Bernard J. Dwyer and Christo
pher H. Smith, asking the president to proclaim
November 9 as a day honoring the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group and to use all diplomatic means at
his disposal to effect the release of Ukrainian
monitors. We should encourage and give them hope as
a step to a legitimate and lasting peace to which we all
aspire. The implication that the Helsinki movement is
finished deals a severe blow to aspiring people
suffering under the totalitarian regime of the Soviets
and also to supporters throughout the. world. Can a
statement of one woman put an end to the Helsinki
movement? Let us hope it is not so." - Walter
Bodnar, executive secretary, Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine, Newark, N.J., in a letter to the
editor published in The Star-Ledger, Newark, N.J.

WHY DRIVE AROUND WITH BUNDLES OF CASH U.N.W.LA. Я75, .rvington, N.J.
INVITES YOU TO ITS

ANNUAL FALL DANCE
With C H E R V O N A KALYNA
November 6, 1 9 8 2 at 8:30 p.m.
Ukrainian Community Center, 140 Prospect Avenue, Irvington, N.J.
Tickets - 110.00
To order A. Myhal - 964-6742
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Ukrainian Savings
and Loan Association
" Your checking account with us will earn the highest dividend allowed by law.
ш Send us deposits by mail— we pay for the postage.
UKRAINIAN SAVINGS A N D LOAN ASSOCIATION
1321 W. Lindley Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa. 19141 m T a l j (215) 329-7080
HOURS:
E3on.-Thurs-9a.m.to3p.m. о F r i d a y - 9 a . m . t o 7 p . m . о Saturday-9a.m.toNoon

^tffe.

I I

St. VLADIMIR INSTITUTE LIBRARY

0

requires a

jj

LIBRARIAN
Qualifications: H.L.S.. fluency in Ukrainian and English, knovledge of Ukrainian studies.
Please submit resume to:
ANDREW GREGOROVICH
620 Spadina Avenue m Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2H4

HNIZDOVSKY
WOODCUTS, 1944 - 1975
A Catalogue Raisonne by ABE M. TAHIR. Jr. with a foreword by PETER A WICK
and an autobiographical essay by JACQUES HNIZDOVSKY.
Price: S25.00 hard bound. Postage and handling one dollar.
New Jersey residents add 546 sales tax.
SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street
J " " y City. N.J. 07303
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Metropolitan Mstyslav bestows mitre on the Rev. Orest Kulick
by Alex Poszewanyk
CHICAGO - Metropolitan Msty
slav bestowed the mitre on Sunday,
September 19, on the Rev. Orest Kulick,
pastor of St. Sophia's Ukrainian Ortho
dox Parish here. That afternoon, during
the banquet honoring the Rev. Kulick,
Dr. James Coulson of Tabor Seminary
in West Palm Beach, Fla., conferred the
title of doctor of philosophy in family
counseling on the pastor.
This momentous event was the cul
mination of 32 years of pastoral service
by the Rev. Kulick, who is loved and
respected for his organizational abilities
and conscientious performance of.
pastoral duties in the eastern United
States and in the Chicago area.
But, the Rev. Orest Kulick is probably
best remembered for his activities as a
soldier in Western Europe after World
War II. Born of immigrant parents in
the United States, he served as a ser
geant in the U.S. Army, and was
instrumental in saving many Ukrai
nians from forced repatriation after the
war. Many Ukrainians in the United
States witnessed the times when this
American sergeant stood up to Soviet
agents and announced, in Ukrainian:
"They do not have to return to their
homes if they do not want to go." This
sergeant also organized and signed
numerous affidavits for immigration of
these people from the displaced persons
camps to the United States.
The Rev. Kulick became an
orphan at the age of 10,
and, together with his brother,
survived the depression by working
hard, studying diligently and always
helping others. Following his military
service, he resumed his studies and
graduated from St. Andrew's Seminary
in Winnipeg. He was subsequently

On Ukrainian-Rusyn...
(Continued from page 5)

Ukrainians and Rusyns) strictly within
the confines of Russian history, i.e. it is
"Kievan Russia" and not "Kievan
Rus'." The subject category of "Ruthenian" includes references to CarpathoRussians, Carpatho-Ukrainians and
Ukrainians. The term Rusyn or Carpatho-Rusyn, alas, is not to be found
anywhere in the Library of Congress
"Subject Heading" catalogue.
If there is a need to be concerned,
then let it be the concern for our identity
in the real world, and not in the emo
tional rudimentariness of whether
Ukrainian national purity will be con
taminated by Rusyns' adherence to
their identities of ancient past or whether

New York
(Continued from page 4)

New York District branches — Branch
88, of which Walter Kwas, supreme
advisor, is an officer, had 31 members;
Branch 327, whose secretary is Zenobia
Zarycky , had 13; Branch 200, whose
secretary is Ivan Pryhoda, had 11; and
Branch 489, with Dr. Mykola Schpetko
as secretary, had 10. Mr. Orichowsky
appealed to all to make a special effort
to organize members in the remaining
three months of 1982.
The next speaker, Mr. Lozynskyj,
was critical of the Supreme Assembly
meeting held in September at Soyuzivka and noted that the UNA's trying
organizing problems are due to eco
nomic reasons, and the lack of unity in
the community, and so on.
Mr. Lesawyer did not agree that
economic conditions were affecting the
organizing of members, as several UNA
districts'are meeting their quotas. He

pastor of St. Volodymyr's Cathedral;
Lukas Botwyn, president of St. Sophia's
Parish Council; Dr. Coulson of
Tabor Seminar; Omelan Pleszkewycz,
president of the Ukrainian National
Credit Union Association; and the Rev.
Marian Butrynsky, pastor of Ss. Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic
Parish.
In his greeting, the Rev. Butrynsky
encouraged all Ukrainian Christians of
Chicagoland toward greater coopera
tion and understanding, citing the
upcoming millennium of Christianity in
Ukraine and the cooperation existing
between the parishioners of St. Volodymyr Ukrainian Orthodox Church
and Ss. Volodymyrand Olha Ukrainian
Catholic Church.

Metropolitan Mstyslav delivers the sermon. In the background is the Rev. Orest
Kulick.

Also present at the banquet were: the
Rev. Anatole Sytnyk of St. Andrew's
Ukrainian Orthodox Parish; the Rev.
Serge Holowko of Ss. Peter and Paul
Ukrainian Orthodox Parish; the Rev.
Daniel Cassidy, a Roman Catholic
monk and family friend; Roman Mycyk,
president of Self-Reliance Federal Credit
Union; Pawlo Turula, president of SelfReliance Association of American Ukrainians.

married and ordained in Philadelphia.
The festivities in honor of the Rev.
Kulick began on Saturday, September
18, with the arrival of Metropolitan
Mstyslav at Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
He was met by a delegation of clergy
and laity, and later the assembled guests
joined the metropolitan at a reception
and luncheon at St. Sophia's Church.
The following day,"the "small church
was overflowing with parish
ioners and guests during the liturgy and
ceremony at which Metropolitan Msty
slav'conferred the mitre on' the^ Rev.
Kulick.

The high liturgy was concelebrated
by the metropolitan and the Rev.
Kulick, assisted by Deacons Ivan
Pokotylertko and Ivan Halycz. Semi
narian Mykola Dilindorf, George
Kurylak, Paul Poszewanyk, John
Jaresko, Andrew Bilous and John
Zuryk served as altar boys.
The Sunday afternoon banquet held
in honor of the Rev. Kulick was
attended by about 200 guests. The
speakers who extended congratulations
to the Rev. Kulick included: Metropo
litan Mstyslav; the Rev. Fedir Bilecky,
head of the Chicago Deaconate and

Galicia, northern Bukovina and Transcarpathia were simply lands of Slavs
and became part of Ukraine only after
1945.
There is no question that the state of
our identity in the real world is indeed a
sorry mess — a condition for which we
all must carry the burden of responsibi
lity; a condition, in which neither
Ukrainians, Rusyns, Holowinsky,
Magocsi, the Carpatho-Rusyn Re
search Center, the Harvard Ukrainian
Research Institute or any one of us can
find any satisfaction, any pride or any
honor.
On November 13-14, the Ukrainian
National Association in cooperation
with the Media Action Coalition will be
conducting a workshop, specifically
dedicated to resolving the many pro-

blems of our identity in the 1980 Census miracle, but we sincerely believe that by
and in the Library of Congress. We jointly fighting for our individual
would like to take this opportunity to identities we might eventually find that
invite representatives of the Rusyn elusive factor of mutual commonality.
community to join us on that weekend
Z. Onufryk
to consider ways to overcome this
Media Action Coalition
identity crisis. We cannot promise a
Whippany, N.J.

The Rev. Kulick shared the spotlight
that evening with his wife Maria and
their children, who had joined them for
this joyous celebration.
The participants of the banquet were
entertained by the ODUM Young
Bandurists Ensemble directed by Alex
Poszewanyk and the ODUM String
Ensemble under the direction of Victor
Wojtychiw. The duties of master of
ceremonies were performed by Paul
Konowal, with commentary in English
by Vera Konowal.

UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Prise J600 (hardbound). WOO (softbound)
Postage and handling SO.75
New Jersey residents add 5")d salex tax
30 Montgomery Street

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE

Jersey City. N.J. 0730.

UNA-UIA PERFORMING ARTISTS GROUP
also commented on the recent change
involving The Ukrainian Weekly being
put on an independent subscription
basis and 6,000 or so issues being sent
out instead of 14,000. He said he
considers this a loss to the community,
though a financial plus for the UNA.
In the ensuing discussion, among the
subjects broached were; community
disharmony, which is reflected in the
UNA's lack of development and in
secretaries' difficulties in organizing;
delegates and newly elected and reelected Supreme Assembly officers
putting greater effort into organizing;
the recent appeal of Ukrainian Catholic
bishops asking for unity; and Svoboda
articles.
Following the discussion, a resolu
tion was adopted calling for the return
of unity in the community, as requested
by the Ukrainian Catholic bishops in
the United States.
, L)iscussipps..cgntip4.ed at tne tasty
buffet served by the committee.

Invites you to an

AFTERNOON

OF

CLASSICS

LARYSSA KRUPA
pianist
STEFKA NAZARKEWYCZ
actress
LARYSSA MAGUN-HURYN
-i
soprano
3 p.m., Sunday, October 3 1 , 1982
Ukrainian Institute of America, 2 East 79 Street, New York, N.Y.
RECEPTION to follow program
^This is the first of two-part concert series sponsored by the
Щ
Ukrainian National Association
and the Ukrainian Institute of America
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The Madrid...
(Continued from pa tf 7)

of improvements in what is clearly a
very depressing overall economic situa
tion.
Before the imposition of martial law,
the Joint American-Polish Trade Com
mission met in Washington. Polish
Deputy Prime Minister Zbigniew Madej
co-chaired that meeting with Secretary
of Commerce Malcolm Baldridge.
Deputy Prime Minister Madej also met
with Vice President Bush and Secretary
of the Treasury Regan on that occasion.
RUMANIA: Current Rumanian
foreign-trade policy stresses the need to
increase exports and to conserve Ru
mania's hard currency reserves by
limiting hard currency imports and by
increasingly requiring foreign firms to
take much or all payment for sales in
counter-purchase of Rumanian goods.
With the beginning of the 1981-85 fiveyear plan and the adoption of legisla
tion limiting investment and reorganiz
ing foreign trade, a noticeable slow
down on signing of contracts with
Western firms has occurred. While
information given directly to U.S.
businessmen working on specific pro
jects is adequate, official information
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on the performance of the economy is American firms received accreditation.
The Soviet Union continued to restrict
tardy and incomplete. The official
report of 1981 economic performance access to economic and commercial
provided approximately the same limit information. The data which are re
ed list of over-all indicators as last year's. leased often have significant shortcom
Official and business visitors .nor ings, particularly when the data may not
mally have easy and reasonable access be favorable. During the reporting
to Rumanian government officials and period:
directors of FTOs, but access to plant
e Despite being in the second year of
managers is difficult. Due to reduced the current five-year plan, the USSR
business prospects and payment delays, still has not published details of the
many companies are reducing their current plan beyond the meager con
personnel or, in some cases, are closing tents of the "guidelines." In addition,
their offices. Hotel accommodations for the Soviets have not published thenvisiting businessmen are adequate. annual plans.
e
Accommodations of all types in Ru
Livestock and food production data
mania are available generally at high continue to be published in the central
cost. Local operating costs have become press but not in sufficient detail. Most
a significant burden to the development importantly, the USSR has thus far
of trade.
failed to release the 1981 grain harvest
SOVIET UNION: No major changes results, which are the most widely
were evident in working conditions for watcheu indicators of agricultural
foreign firms in Moscow during the production.
reporting period. The rumored exorbi
" The Soviets omitted categories in
tant increase in utility fees for foreign their 1981 year-end industrial produc
firms reported previously did riot ma tionfigures.The January and February
terialize. However, the incident is 1982 data did not include over-all
illustrative of the continued climate of growth rates for industrial production
uncertainty faced by foreign firms in and labor productivity.
planning operations and expenses in the
The Soviet government still severely
Soviet Union.
During this reporting period, no new restricts direct access of U.S. diplomatic
personnel to their Soviet counterparts.
Visits by Soviet trade officials to the
United States declined noticeably during
the reporting period.

A SPECIAL OFFER
FOR UNA MEMBERS:
DOUBLE YOUR LIFE INSURANCE
WITHOUT
A MEDICAL EXAMINATION
WHO CAN DOUBLE HIS INSURANCE?
АІГ current members of the UNA between the ages of 0 and 65

WHAT PLAN OF INSURANCE CAN I CHOOSE?
For ages 0 to 60, any life or endowment plan now being offered by
the UNA.
For ages 61 to 65 the member must choose the Whole Life Plan,
Class W.

WHAT PREMIUM RATE WILL I PAY?
The rate will depend on the plan of your choice and current age.

WHAT AMOUNT OF INSURANCE CAN I BUY?

Economic/commercial cooperation
arrangements
The Soviet Union does not engage .n
joint ventures with foreign firms on its
territory and prefers to rely on counter
trade or compensation (barter) arrange
ments. It is often very difficult for
Western firms to find Soviet items they
consider marketable in-the highly.
competitive Western markets. The
Soviets have signed about 70 technical
cooperative agreements with American
firms. These tend to serve as an um
brella for more specific cooperative
projects and sales.
Science and technology
Recent events in Eastern Europe have
had little effect on U.S. bilateral co
operative scientific and technical pro

grams with countries in that area with
the exception of our scientific and
technical relationships with Poland and
the USSR.
On December 4, the United States
signed a new two-year program with
Hungary for the period 1982-83. U.S.
programs with Rumania and Bulgaria
have also proceeded normally during
this period. However, the declaration of
martial law in Poland has dramatically
affected our bilateral scientific and
technical relationships with both Po
land and the USSR. Our 1974 Science
and Technology Agreement with Po
land established the joint board and
joint fund to administer andfinancethe
Polish program. Early negotiations
produced a new draft agreement which
was initialed in Warsaw on October 2,
1981. However, the imposition of
martial law in Poland caused a suspen
sion of U.S. actions to approve the new
agreement. The 1974 agreement auto
matically expired on December 31,
1981, but its provisions permit projects
initiated and funded under it to continue
to completion, and work on these
projects continues on both sides. Inter
national travel on these projects de
clined to a trickle, on the Polish side
because the military regime is reluctant
to permit free travel abroad by its
citizens, and on the U.S. side because of
the disinclination of Americans to visit
Poland under martial law conditions.
After the unjustified expulsion of two
U.S. diplomats, including the science
attache, in May, the United States
announced that it was suspending travel
by U.^..„scientists to Poland and Polish
scientists to the United States funded
under the auspices of the Maria Sklodowska Curie Fund.
On December 29, 1981, President
Reagan announced: that scientific ex
change agreements with the Soviet
Union coming up for renewal early in
1982 — the Space, Energy, and Science
and Technology Agreements — would
not be renewed. Additionally, a review
of all officially sponsored exchange
activities has been completed, and
proposed activities under all agree
ments are being closely scrutinized on
an individual case basis to ensure
reciprocity and a better balance of
benefits.

You may apply for the same amount of insurance, thus doubling your
protection with the UNA, or for less. However, the minimum would
be 51,000.

DO I NEED A MEDICAL EXAMINATION?
The Home Office will accept the application without a medical ex
amination. Only if your non-medical application indicates that you have
a health problem, will the Home Office request a medical report.

ATTENTION: THIS OFFER
EXPIRES
ON DECEMBER 31, 1982

:J^J^55U5U5jjj5jjjjlj^ft3fttfuUtfi5u;U3S;Sy^

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
DISTRICT COMMITTEE of WILKES BARRE, Pa.
ANNOUNCES THAT

ORGANIZING MEETING
will be held

Sunday, October 31, 1982 at 2:00 p.m.
at the hall of Sts. Peter u Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church
6 3 1 N. River Street, WILKES BARRE. Pa.
PROGRAM:

Please contact your UNA branch secretary to apply for the above offer. If you wish
to obtain an application and additional information from the UNA Home Office regard
ing this insurance, send your name and address to:

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Inc.

1. Opening Remarks
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review at the organizational work of the District during the past 9 months
Discussion of Fall Organizational Campaign
Adoption of membership campaign plan for balance of 1982
Gene/al UNA topics
Questions and answers, adjournment

P.O. Box. 17a ш Jersey City, N. J. 07303
The following Branch officers, convention delegates and members are invited to attend the meeting:
NantJcoke -

Name

29, 319; Breetaw - 30: Wilkes Barre - 99. 223, 278, 282;
EdwardsviBe - 169; Sayre - 236

Meeting will be attended by:
S t e f a n H a w r y S Z , UNA Supreme Organizer

Street and number

DISTRICT COMMITTEE:

City, state or province, postal code

Roman Diakiw
Chairman

John Hrencecin
Auditing Committee
Chairman

Katherine Lukacz
Treasurer

Wasyl Stefuryn
Secretary

вшвшттшішштшеш8Є9ббішоші
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House letter...

Panorama...

(Continuedfrompage 1)
vern ment is a party. On the merits of the
Soviet case against Krasivsky, he de
serves release."
A copy of the letter was sent to Elliott
Abrams, assistant secretary of state for
human rights and humanitarian affairs.
Mr. Krasivsky, who suffers from
extremely poor health, including sto
mach ulcers, and spinal and head pains,
was recently placed on Amnesty Inter
national's "urgent action" list. The letter
sent by members of the House of
Representatives also refers to Mr.
Krasivsky's physical condition.
"Krasivsky's failing health also re
quires his release. Your government is
responsible for Krasivsky's illness,
which is the result of years of Soviet
mistreatment in psychiatric hospitals.
Your government must now be respon
sible for his medical care. It may be that
Krasivsky's only-hope for survival is
being released from internal exile."
Joining Rep. Green in urging the
Soviets to release Mr. Krasivsky were
the following representatives:
California: Norman Y. Mineta (D),
Robert J. Lagomarsino (R), Vic Fazio
(D), Robert K. Dornan (R), Tom
Lantos (D), Anthony C. Beilenson (D),
Bobbi Fiedler (R), Henry A. Waxman
(D), Robert T. Matsui (D);
Colorado: Patrick Schroeder (D);
Connecticut: Barbara B. Kennelly
(D), Toby Moffett (D);
District of Columbia: Walter E.
Fauntroy (D);
Florida: William Lehman (D), Claude
Pepper (D);
Illinois: Sidney R. Yates (D), Paul
Simon (D);
Iowa: Tom Harkin (D), Berkley
Bedell (D);
Maryland: Michael D. Barnes (D);
Massachusetts: Joe Moakley (D),
Barney Frank (D), Margaret M. Heck
ler (R), Edward J. Markey (D), Silvio
O. Conte (R);
Michigan: Dale E. Kildee (D);
Minnesota: Bill Frenzel (R), James L.
Oberstar (D), Bruce F. Vento (D);
New Jersey: James J. Florio (D),
Bernard J. Dwyei (D), Joseph G.
Minish (D), Harold C. Hollenbeck (R),
Peter W. Rodino (D), Millicent Fenwick (R);
New York: Bill Green (R), Benjamin
S. Rosenthal (D), Charles E. Schumer
(D), Frank Horton (R), Ted Weiss (D),
Robert Garcia (D), Norman F. Lent
(R), James H. Scheuer (D), Geraldine
A. Ferraro (D), John Le Boutillier(R);
Ohio: Bob Shamansky (D);
Oklahoma: Mickey Edwards (R);
Oregon: Ron Wyden (D);
Pennsylvania: Charles F. Dougherty
(R), Bob Edgar (D);
Texas: Harold Ford (D), Bill Archer
(R), Martin Frost (D);
Washington: Joel Pritchard (R),
Mike Lowry (D).

(Continuedfrompage 9)
Godunov," performed as a soloist in a
concert at the Kennedy Center in
Washington on September 22. Com
memorating the Babyn Yar massacre, in
which invading Nazi troops slaughtered
thousands of Jews and Ukrainians from
Kiev in 1941, the concert featured a
moving rendition of Shostakovich's
13th Symphony. The work sets to music
five poems by Soviet poet Yevgenii
Yevtushenko, written in 1961, beginning
with an expression of anger at Soviet
indifference that there was no memorial
(at that time) to the victims of Babyn
Yar, a ravine located near Kiev. Mr.
Dobriansky, who believes the occasion
may have been the first time that a
Ukrainian soloist sang a Jewish work,
was accompanied by the Fairfax Sym
phony, under the baton of William
Hudson, and the Alexandria Chorale.

Byelorussian...
(Continuedfrompage 2)
were closed in the years immediately
following the revolution, and many
were dynamited or converted to secular
use.
Despite continued government ef
forts to contain religion, a campaign
that in Byelorussia includes the employ
ment of some 5,000 atheist lecturers and
propagandists and tight official control
over the number of seminarians, millions
continue to adhere to Christianity, Mr.
Glinski said.
He told the delegates: "Neither enor
mous propaganda nor other more
severe police measures have bee;: able to
eradicate faith and religious feelings,
and a hunger for freedom."
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The evening was sponsored by the
Jewish Community Council of Greater
Washington and the Sakharov Interna
tional Committee. Critic Joseph McLellan wrote in the Washington Post of
September 23 that the evening was "a
remarkable musical experience...but
one whose meaning went far beyond
that of a mere concert."
о Bass Paul Plishka, who opened at
the Met this season as Pimen in "Boris
Godunov," sang the role of Varlaam at
a recent performance. New York Times
critic Edward Rothstein wrote on
October 11 that Mr. Plishka gave "an
intoxicating portrayal" of Varlaam.
Mr. Plishka, who is also performing this
season in "Lucia di Lammermoor,"
"Macbeth" and "La Boheme," received
some great credits for his work in the
Boston Symphony's production of

r

"Fidelio" at Tanglewood last August.
The New York Times critic Donal
Henahan considered him "a mellifluous
Rocco," while Ivan Katz of the New
Haven Register was moved to write:
"Paul Plishka, the evening's Rocco the
jailer, continues to amaze me with the
unforced, natural beauty of his voice.
Almost without anyone noticing he's
become one of the great bassos of our
time." The Tanglewood production was
attended by some 80 to 90 young people
and adults from the Plast Jamboree, led
by Dr. Alexander Chernyk of Philadel
phia, the resident M.D. in charge of
medical services at the jamboree. Mr.
Plishka returned the compliment by
making a special trip the next day to the
Plast camp, Vovcha Tropa, in East
Chatham, N.Y., where he toured the
facilities and spoke of the importance of
one's roots.

MAKAR'S JEWELRY
STORE 8. SHOP
2022 Morris Avenue ш Union, N J . 07083 m (201)686-1931

T H E BEST OF SLAVIC
COOKING
This new book contains
jft
favorites from Bulgaria.
V
Croatia, Russia, Slovenia.
2
Czechoslovakia, Poland and gj
the Ukraine. It Includes such 'ft
culinary treasures as СЬк ten g
Kiev. Babka. Charlotte Rune, ft
Croatian Sjrmj. Beef Stroga- Й
noil. Christmas Carp. Baklava. Ш
andhundreosofotherfamous g
and lesser known Slavic
м
recipes.
Я

a Large MlKtion'of Jeatky made of 14 aid I I cent gold silver and taaaeL
a Jewelry crafted to your tptdfiartiors.
в Ukriiniin tjyab (tridents) le nriots styles tad sues.
в Watches, coral and saber Jeweky. brooches, terrinp, rings, religiousrotdiUand crosses.
a talk orders accepted from shops is mil as individuals.
a Gifts for all occasions: birthdays, graduations etc
a Sold Jewelry and coin bought
VERY REASONABLE PRICES Ш FRIDAYS OKU UHTIL 9 ГМ.
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Attention New Jersey and New York

1
276 pp.
Paper
S7.95
CROATIAN C U I S I N E
This best selling cookbook
has over 4 5 0 delightful stepby-step recipes from all
regions of Croatia with
beautiful full color pholo
graphs. The authors have
included an introduction lull
of anecdotea, folklore and
Croatian culinary history.
This is the only comprehensive Croatian cookbook
available In the English
language.
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ZABAVA UNLIMITED cordially invites you to a

GALA HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALL
to be field

at the Holiday Inn North, Newark, N.J. (exit 14 off the N.J. Turnpike)
October 3 0 , 1 9 8 2 from 9 -

Cloth

S 10.00

,,

Fun for young and old. Refreshments, food, and cash prizes for best costume.

І
S E N D 317
T Opp.
D Aplus
Y ! 33 pp. Intro.

?

Featuring the one and only ALEX and DORKO UKRAINIAN BAND
Admission: S8.00 for single, S15.00 per couple.

9
S

ASSOCIATED BOOK PUBLISHERS, INC
P.O. Box 5657/Scottsdale, AZ 85261-5657
(602) 998-5223

ОБНИЖЕНО ПРОЦЕНТИ
НА ПОЗИЧКАХ В КАСІ

„САМОПОМІЧ"

Zip

в Чикаґо, Ілл.

Please add S1.00 per order for postage and handling.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Arizona residents,
please add ЗД sales tax.

Каса „Самопоміч" веде перед в зниженні відсоткової стопи від позичок.
З приємністю повідомляємо, що з днем 1-го вересня 1982 р. позички
на авта можна дістати у касі „Самопоміч" за
морґеджові позички за

\2.Ь"М
^

15 004fe

Каса ,,Самопоміч" - це Ваш банк

FLUENT UKRAINIAN-ENGLISH
BILINGUALS
Aged 18-35, И.Ї.С. area, needed for reading
study. One hour for S10.00.
Call Peter Home! (212) 598-3715

WE HAVE REDUCED INTEREST RATES
ON LOANS AT

SELFRELIANCE
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION - CHICAGO

REAL ESTATE
Car loans
Mortgage loans
і Lovely LOTS with orange trees! near golf
courses 8 a (free) mineral springs park,
S500 down 010ft interest, lots from
J3.950.
і Estate Area! 12 years HONE. 'У, acre.
S44.900.
SUNNYLAND REALTY
8 5 5 North Park Avenue
Apopka, Florida 32703

(305) 886-3060 or 886-4644

SELFRELIANCE
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
2351 W F S ' I C H I C A G O A V E N U E
C H K A G O . I I I I N O I S 60622
112 4X9-O520

... 12.596
15.00Уо
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congressional commission, the Com who was brutalized so badly by drugs
mission on Security and Cooperation in that it took him two years to recover. I
Europe. 1 wanted the executive depart contacted the American and English
committee to study human-rights viola ment to be a. part of this commission psychiatric societies and impressed
tions in the Soviet Union. The hotel also. This commission conducted many upon them the importance of bringing
where we stayed was staffed by spies, hearings some of them with people like up this abuse of psychiatry in the USSR
but individuals came to us at night to Bukovsky and Amalrik.
for political reasons at the psychiatric
report their problems and violations of
convention in Hawaii. They agreed to
human rights. We marveled at their
do
it and Soviet psychiatric abuses were
1 had an opportunity to speak to
bravery since their visits were going to Meaney about it, and then to Kirkland sanctioned during this convention.
be reported to the authorities. To those (presidents of the AFL-CIO) and was
We know that we must protest, we
remarks they responded: "We feel safe, instrumental in getting American must write letters to Ambassador
because they know that you know." I unions involved in protesting the Soviet Dobrynin. And let me assure you that
felt like I was on a ship and I could not treatment of their workers. "Workers these letters will not be thrown out or
extend a rope to the sinking people; I Paradise" (a pamphlet on Soviet ignored, because the Soviet authorities
could not point a search light at them workers) was published, and in it are mindful of their future and will not
American unions protested the Soviet want to be questioned why they neglect
while they were sinking.
Later we went to Moscow and Yalta. workers' inability to negotiate their ed to bring this or that matter to the
A young woman came to see us. To this wages, benefits, working conditions, attention of their superiors.
Q: What do you think about the
day I am haunted by her ravaged face. job security, etc. It described the pro
She showed me a photograph of herself testing Soviet workers being punished Madrid Conference which resumes on
by
jailing,
loss
of
jobs,
and
after
dis
Novembc.
9, and is there any point in
and her husband, who was arrested by
the police, and asked for my interven charge from their jobs, punished for participating?
A: This conference is very valuable.
tion. 1 asked her when was this photo becoming parasites. Small groups of
graph taken since she looked so young protesters -were formed in Ukraine and Our ambassador to the conference,
Baltic
States
who
protested
the
invasion
Max Kampelman, is very good. I keep
in the picture. She said, four months
ago. Four months of grief, anxiety and of Hungary, Czechoslovakia. They in close contact with him and we
protested
by
hanging
banners
from
correspond
frequently. It (the confe
terror made an old woman our of her. I
their windows and for that they would rence) is very worthwhile. All nations
see her face before me today.
After I returned from the Soviet be committed to psychiatric institutions. who signed the pact will hear about the
I met a former psychiatric prisoner Soviet violations. A person from Ire
Union, I was instrumental in creating a
land said: "there is no detente without
human rights."
Paid pol. ad.
Paid pol. ad.
The Soviets will be ostracized by the
rest of the signatory nations. Six persons
— я
2ЯЕ
demonstrated for peace in Moscow and
have been arrested or detained immedi
UKRAINIAN AMERICANS
ately. During the Belgrade Conference I
of the
bad to request a private audience with
the Soviet delegate and gave him a list of
5th Congressional District of Nassau County, N.Y imprisoned
human-rights activists in
the Soviet Union. During the Madrid
A SPECIAL KIND OF CONGRESSMAN WHO WORKS IN WASHINGTON BUT
Conference Ambassador Kampelman
ALWAYS REMEMBERS HIS PEOPLE BACK HOME.
publicly announced the list of the
imprisoned human-rights activists and
the publicity did a lot of good.
Now we will take a position on
Poland. I go over Max Kampelman's
speeches with him. The last 10 days in
Vote Row В on November 2, 1982
Poland will be brought up — and the
PAID FOR BY A FRIEND
death of that young man. We don't
Упни В Д И В И И і і
know what else will happen, or what
will happen to Kuron.
Q: What is the point in bringing out
the violations of Soviet Union since it
has the power to vote with its bloc and
A CHILD IS NEVER TOO YOUNG
vote against recommendations suggest
ed by conferences?
TO BELONG
A: We get a lot out of it. The Soviets
get a lot of bad publicity. We must write
TO THE UNA
letters and protest; we must write letters
from us individually, from associations,
The younger your child,
organizations, splinter organizations,
the lower his insurance
etc. A letter is very powerful. I feel
premiums. And, when he
terribly strongly about the power of a
reaches college age, his
letter — one letter or many letters.
UNA certificate will have
Never underestimate the power of a
gradually accumulated a
letter. I could tell you a story about
handsome cash value,
what I have done with one letter.
without putting a strain on
your family's budget.
Q: What steps should be taken to get
With today's spiralling
the ethnic groups more involved in
costs of rearing children,
American politics and government?
it pays to make provisions
A: All Americans are good. In my
for a child's educational
concept the native Americans and the
and financial needs. The
newcomer Americans are equal, and all
UNA provides seven
citizens should be accorded the same
classes of juvenile poli
respect
and esteem. All Americans
cies in order to help you
should be concerned with politics; they
meet those needs.
should be involved in sensible causes.
As a UNA member, your child will be able to take advantage of various UNA services: camps.
Problems exist because not enough
children's programs and publications designed to cultivate pride in his Ukrainian heritage. When he is
people are involved in the government.
ready to enter college, he will be eligible for UNA scholarships.
Let your elected representatives know
Hake the most out of your premiums, enroll your children in the UNA today!
how you feel about them, about the
issues. If you send him or her a letter
Please send me more information about UNA membership:
and he does not answer, write a letter to
Name:
the press and expose his lack of interest.
All of America is composed of ethnic
groups. We tend to forget to appreciate
Phone number
our country. I once visited an old Italian
Number and ages of children:
man in his little house with a garden and
he said to me: "How beautiful it is; I
Mail to:
came to this country with possessions
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
that could be fitted into one shoebox,
3 0 Montgomery Street ш Jersey City. N J . 0 7 ^ 0 2
and look what I have now!" We must
or call: ( 2 0 1 ) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0 . ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 7 - 5 2 5 0
'
not forget! We must not become com
placent!

Fenwick stresses...
(Continued from page 3)

Re-elect Congressman

Raymond J. Mc Grath
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Q: What is your stand on human
rights?
A: You know my stand. I am the first
one to defend human rights. We must
protest our own (U.S.) violations of
human rights. A mayor of Atlanta, Ga.,
responded to the request of the KKK to
demonstrate by saying: "It is our
constitutional right to protest, to dis
agree, to peacefully demonstrate,"and I
was so proud of him. It would be very
dangerous to depart from that.
I belonged to a peace group that was
selective in its demands for humanitarian
treatment of prisoners; I resigned
because I do not believe we can be
humanitarian and be selective about it
at the same time.
Q: How do you feet about sanctions
against the Polish and Soviet govern
ments?
A: We should be very strong in our
santions against the Polish government.
We should not pay their debt until they
release Lech Walesa and legalize Soli
darity. We should be able to press our
allies to stand with us on the sanctions.
Our allies must be with us on sales of
high technology and grain. It does not
do us any good to have sanctions on
wheat sales against the Soviet Union —
we sell this wheat to Canada and
Argentina and they in turn sell it to
Soviet Union with a profit.
Unless all allies are together on the
sanctions, they will not work. If the United
States imposes sanctions by itself, our
industry will suffer, we will lose jobs and
money and another country like France
will sell the neccessary technology to
the Soviet Union. In spite of technological
sanctions imposed by U.S., there were
125 technological leaks that occurred.
We must work together with our allies,
otherwise the sanctions are not realistic.
The differences of opinion between
U.S. and its allies make Soviet Union
happy. It is one of the reasons, we lost
our very good friend Helmut Schmidt.
Q: What do you think of the trade
with the Soviet Union? And what of the
Kama River project which turned into
war-producing machines instead of
agricultural machines?
A: You are absolutely right. But the
grain embargo does not work. We sell
wheat to Canada and they, in turn, sell it
to Soviet Union. Because of the Af
ghanistan invasion President Carter
cancelled the steel contract. Four days
later France picked it up. Our allies are
not cooperative. We cancelled the
caterpillar contract and lost 2,000 jobs,
and Japan picked it up immediately.
Ten years-ago we talked about detente.
Then the Soviet Union depended on the
Western trade. Now the West depends
on Soviet Union's business. Soviets
spend most of their money on military
production, but you cannot buy soap or
toilet paper in Soviet Union. If wedon4
supply them with machines, someone
else will. We must work toward co
operative consensus.

In conclusion Mrs. Fenwick said that
she could help ethnic groups best if they
keep in touch. "Get in touch with my
office and you can work with my liaison
for ethnics. There is a need for you to be
visible through phone calls, letters; it is
a great help to each candidate to know
what issues the people are interested in,"
she stressed.
The meeting closed with individuals
meeting Mrs. Fenwick and finally with
a photo session during which ethnic
groups posed with Mrs. Fenwick.
The Ukrainian delegation at the
meeting included: Andrew Keybida,
Myron Leskiw, Luba Ostapiak, Frank
Martyr., and Boshena and Ihor 01shaniwsky.
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Ukrainian hockey...
(Continuedfrompage I)
MVP) winner, the league's top rightwinger, Mike Bossy, are all back shoot
ing for their fourth straight Stanley
Cup. You can bet the ranch on it! Bossy
comes off an earth-shattering year when
offense (64-83-147) finally blended with
defense.
The other New York team could
finish second, especially if somewhere
down the line Herb Brooks trades in one
of those Olympians for a genuine
Ukrainian star. None here.
The troubled Flyers have brought in
several new faces as a carry-over from
their sudden win-by:breaking-up-theold-gang decision late last year. Among
the new Philadelphians are a Czech
defender, a Howe-do-you-do (Gordie's
boy, Mark) also new defender,, and a
potential scoring whiz, right-winger
Dave Michayluk. At press time,
Micnayluk had made the final cut.
In Washington, heck, the players are
plumb lucky to still have a job around
here. It turned out there would be at
least one more season of Capital hockey
in the nation's hub. Top-scoring Ukrai
nian center Dennis Maruk (60-76-136)
let go a heavy sigh of relief — he can
now continue his remarkable scoring
around NHL rinks while watching his
new night club/restaurant investment
score with Washingtonians off the ice.
Up in the Iron City, hockey maintains
its struggling pace with an unchanged
array of Penguin talent. Sometimes
they play like Penguins!
Rounding out the Patrick are the exScouts, ex-Rockies, hopefully not to be
ex-Devils from New Jersey. Imagine a
stranger walking up to goalie Chico
Resch and asking: "You from Jersey?
I'm from Jersey!"
Top amateur selection Ken Daneyko,
a bruising defenseman, the only Ukrai
nian talent on this talentless bunch.

Tell you what's
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Top pick among all drafted in 1982 will
play a significant role in this year's
Bruin success. We're referring to 6'4",
220 lb. defenseman Gord Kluzak, Harry
Sinden's latest gem-in-the-rough find.
Reports from Beantown indicate the
rookie will be paired with the all-star
vet, Brad Park. Should help his de
velopment.
Making the grade after a superb
minor-league campaign, followed by an
impressive showing in the Stanley Cup
playoffs with Boston was center Mike
Krushelnyski (3-3-6). Has demonstrated
excellent production on the power-play
units.
Another plus from last year, defenseman Larry Melnyk, fell victim to the
numbers game and started the new
season in Baltimore (AHL). Rest as
sured hell be back, and probably soon.
Let's go out on the limb a bit. The
heck with the Canadiens — well nomi
nate the Stastny brothers...oops, the
Quebec Nordiques for runner-up slot
here. They have a lot of French dyna
mite, triggered by a Czechoslovakian
fuse. Maybe a Ukrainian cannon or two

wouldn4 hurt their NHL war effort!
Montreal is left for third finish in the
Adams. They traded away two of their
top defensemen and are suffering
serious in-house rumblings mainly due
to poor economic conditions up in
Canuckland. Their players want to
make more since taxes claim such large
chunks of their incomes.
Scotty Bowman has completely re
built his Sabres, emphasizing a very
young influx of potential talent into key
areas in need of refurbishment. Their
top draft choice was a Ukrainian center,
high-scoring Dave Andreychuk, who
impressed so much he earned a starting
nod this October. If all the kids jell, who
knows, Buffalo may come in second.
Last, not least, there still is Hartford
to analyze. Perhaps this organization
(or lack thereof) can best be summed up
as mismanaged. Their directors mis
takenly believe in trading away the little
quality the Whalers have developed, in
exchange for quantities of unproven,
unknown youth. They 11 be building and
rebuilding for another five years.
Newcomer here is defenseman Ed
Paid pol. ad.

Hospodar, ex-Ranger. New York re
signed this popular pugilist, then traded
him to Hartford a day before the season
began. They're happy to have this
aggressive young man in Connecticut.
NOTE: Information appearing in
Ukrainian sports updates has been
researched in a variety of ways. This
writer has communicated with public
relations departments from many of the
listed sports teams to verify the back
grounds of potential Ukrainians. In
addition, information is gathered from
other writers and a great many official
sports publications. Ukrainian sports
updates strive to bring you precise
and thorough information combined with
a loose writing style to make the pages
of The Weekly more fun to read. — INS
CORRECTION: In Ukrainian profootball update, kicker Zenon Andrusyshyn was mistakenly reported as a
Toronto Argonaut. In reality, he was
signed by the Grey Cup champion
Edmonton Eskimos and is performing
admirably for his new team; — INS
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FOR GOVERNOR
LEW LEHRMAN
SPEAKS OUR
LANGUAGE

Vote Tuesday
November 2
' Republican
' Conservative
" Statewide
independent
Party

A family man who knows what it
takes to support and educate a family

Bruin in Adams
All the experts on the hockey beat
prognosticate the Boston Bruins putting
an abrupt end to the Montreal Canadien claim on the Adams Division
crown. Boston has really fortified its
goaltending and managed to inject a
large dose of quality young talent into a
slowly aging, yet contending lineup.
REAL ESTATE
І^ееддддед
RETIREMENT FUTURE
IN S.W. FLORIDA!
The growing communities nearSt.
Andrew's Ukrainian Religious and

Cultural Center.
For Personalized Service, contact:

-

THE MAN
Lew Lehrman is the only candidate for Governor
who has helped build a business, met a payroll
and created thousands of jobs in the private
sector. For nine years he was President of Rite
Aid, which now has more than 1,000 stores .
- 2 0 2 in New York State. Among other activities,
he serves as a Trustee of the Boys Club of New
York and Cardinal Cooke's Inner-City Scholarship
Fund/which raises money for Catholic schools in
New York City. In 1981, he was named
Chairman of the Cardinal Cooke Inner-City Award
Dinner, which raised over S1.5 million for these
parochial schools. He has been an active
supporter of Cardinal Hayes High School in the
Bronx.

I -. .

The Lehrman Family

-І

THE CHOICE IS OBVIOUS
NICKS ELOISE POPOVICH

j

Realtor-Associate/Broker-Salesman
Hotline phone: 1-8Ц-629-3179
RANDOL REALTY, INC., REALTOR
3 2 2 1 Tamiami Trail

Port Charlotte, Fla. 33952
625-4193
„

LOCATION IS RIGHT
Walk to shopping! Enjoy і very private locai tion with a' park-like view out of a screened
lanai 13 x 24. Home is in excellent condition;
has a tile roof; home sits on a corner lot. Can
You imagine ТШ, interest rate!?! Widow
. says to sell. Call day or night 1-013)629-3179
RA if 3874
Building sites - 80 x 125 on paved streets
S2.300 and up; some with terms.
PL-4
)

s,

Mario Cuomo

Lew Lehrman

e Opposes capital punishment; supported Carey's 6
vetos.
e
Favors quotas and therefore reverse discrimination.
ш Has called for large welfare increases.
9 Has supported ай of Hugh Carey's tax increase
proposals.
" New York was 49th in job growth during the CareyCuomo years.

" Supports a death penalty for cold-blooded
murderers.
" Opposes quotas.
e
Supports removing able-bodied persons from
welfare rolls.
" Has proposed an eight-year tax reduction program.
" Has made rapid business and job growth his
number one goal.

Political a d paid by N e w Yorkers for L e h r m a n
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Sunday, October 24
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Institute of America presents a testimonial dinner and reception for
Lydia Savoyka in recognition of her
work for ethnic and minority groups
in New York. Proceeds from this
event will go towards the establishment of the Lydia Savoyka Special
Fund, for an education program
under the auspices of the institute.
Those wishing to attend this fundraising event should contact the
institute at 2 E. 79th St., (212) 2888660.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Free
Academy of Sciences is holding a
conference on the occasion of Natalia
Livytska-Cholodna's 80th birthday.
The conference, dedicated to the
poetess and her husband, artist Petro
Cholodny Jr., is co-sponsored by the
"Slovo" Association and the Association of Ukrainian Artists of America. It will be held at 2 p.m. in the
academy building, 206 W. 100th St.
Friday, October 29
NEW YORK: The Volcanoes will be
playing at the Ukrainian National
Home tonight at 9 p.m. The dance is
being held to raise money for the
Volcanoes' first single due to be
released around Christmas. The
group has performed at such places
as CBGB, Max's Kansas City, RT
Firefly and Trade Heller's. Participants are urged to come in Halloween
costumes.
CHICAGO: "Art of Primitive Cultures from the Collections of Members of the Ukrainian Institute of
Modern Art" is the title of the exhibit
opening tonight at the institute, 2320
W. Chicago Ave. The curator of the
show is sculptor Konstantin Milonadis. The exhibit will run through
December 4; it highlights primitive
art as the main source of inspiration
for 20th century art. For more information call (312) 227-5522.
Weekend of October 30-31
SOYUZIVKA: The first reunion of
the former students of the Ukrainian
Realgymnasium (high school) and
former residents of the Schleissheim
displaced persons'camp near Munich,
Germany, will take place this weekend. The program will include a
cocktail party, dinner and dance.
Rooms should be reserved in
advance by calling Soyuzivka at

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
(914) 626-5641. For more information call Atanas Kobryn at (212) 3568514.
A dance to the sounds of the Irene
Biskup orchestra will be held Saturday starting at 9 p.m. Entertainment
and other surprises will be featured.
Guests are welcome, and tickets are
available for S5 at the.door.
HARTFORD, Coon.: St. Michael's
Ukrainian Catholic Church, 125
Wethersfield Ave., will sponsor a
bazaar and flea market on Saturday
from 10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday from 9 a.m.'to 2 p.m. Featured
will be sales of traditional Ukrainian
foods and crafts. Admission is free,
and the public is cordially invited.
For more information call Olga
Kowalsky at (203) 565-6850.
MINNEAPOLIS: The First Ukrainian Baptist Church here is sponsoring a Thanksgiving weekend featuring speakers Pastors Georgi Vms and
Oleksa Harbuziuk on Saturday evening at 7 p.m. On Sunday there will be
a service at 10 a.m. and a talk at 2:30
p.m. The First Ukrainian Baptist
Church is located at 1424 Monroe
St., N.E., Minneapolis.
Saturday, October 30
NEWARK, N.J.: ZABAVA Unlimited cordially invites you to a Gala
Halloween Costume Ball to be held
at the Holiday Inn North (Exit 14 off
the N.J. Turnpike). The dance,
featuring the Alex and Dorko Ukrainian Band will begin at 9 p.m. Fun
for all ages. Refreshments and food
will be available, also cash prizes for
the best costumes. Admission: S8 per
person, SI5 per couple.
P A S S A I C , N.J.: The Orden
Khrestonostsiv Plast unit is sponsoring an "Oxtoberfest" dance tonight at the Ukrainian National
Home, 140 Hope Ave. The dance
starts at 9 p.m. Music will be provided by Rox. Admission is S5.
IRV1NGTON, N J . : Valentyn Moroz
will speak on "Ukrainian Jewish
Relations: An Attempt at Analysis,"
at the Ukrainian National Home, 140
Prospect Ave., at 5 p.m.
NEW YORK: The Presidium of the
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation

The proclamation by Prtsidant Ronald Reagan and the resolution by the U.S. Congress with set aside
November 9.1982, as a day in tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, fills us with pride and at the
same time places a p u t moral obligation on us to stand up in defense of Ukrainian political prisoners

and the ideals for which they are persecuted.
Therefore, in order to appropriately mark this day and to focus the world's attention on Ukraine's plight.

THE EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION of the UKRAINIAN HELSINKI GROUP
is organizing
on November 9 , 1 9 8 2 , in New York a

PROTEST DEMONSTRATION
against the totalitarian policies of the Soviet government in Ukraine and calls on the
Ukrainian community to support us in all major U.S. cities.
PETRO GRIGORENKO, chairman
NADIA SVITLYCHNA. member
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Council (abroad) and the Political
Council of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (abroad) invite
the community for an evening dedicated to Lev Rebet on the 25th
anniversary of his death. The evening will begin at 6 p.m. at the Plast
Home, 142 Second Ave.
RIVERHEAD, N.Y.: Ukrainian
National Association Branch 256 is
sponsoring its seventh annual dinnerdance at the Polish Hall here.
Featured is a complete roast beef
dinner. Entertainment by the Church
of the Resurrection Folk Dancers
directed by John and Carol Pawluk,
and music by the Menko Orchestra
of Hartford, Conn., will highlight
the evening's program. A raffle
which includes a S100 (cash) first
prize and several door prizes will also
be awarded. Tickets are S13 for
adults, S7 for children age 7 through
12, and free for children under 7. For
more information call (516) 7272780.
LAHASKA, Pa.: Branch 112 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America, based in Warrington,
Pa., is holding a luncheon and historical fashion show today at 11:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Cock and Bull
Restaurant in Peddlers Village, an
antique shop village located on
Route 202 in Lahaska, Pa. The
fashion show will feature historical
dress from the period of the Scythians
through the 18th century. Tickets
may be obtained by advance paid
reservation only; no tickets will be
sold at the door. Tickets, at S15 per
person, may be obtained by calling:
Sophia Gol, (215) 672-3673; Myrosia
Kurman, 674-1257; or Lesia Orlan,
862-9366; or by writing to Box 243,
Lahaska, Pa. 18931. Reservations
will be taken for tables that accommodate six or eight persons. The
deadline for tickets and reservations
is Monday, October 25.
CULVER CITY, Calif.: West Los
Angeles College, 4800 Freshman
Drive, is featuring a one-day (9 a.m.5 p.m.) course on Ukrainian eggdyeing. Course registration is S20.
The instructor is Cathleen Handlin;
she will teach students the fine art of
pysanka making. No previous art
training is necessary. For more
information call the college registration office at (213) 559-7993.
Sunday, October 31
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Institute of America/Ukrainian National
Association Performing Artists
Group will present the first in a series
of concerts for the fall season. "An
Afternoon of Classics" will be held
today at 3 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St
The program will feature young
Ukrainian performing artists: pianist
Laryssa Krupa, actress Stefka Nazarkewycz and soprano Laryssa
Magun-Huryn, accompanied by
Marichka Sochan-Shmorhay. The
suggested donation of S5 will cover
both the concert and the reception.
There will be a champagne intermission. A reception following the
program will allow guests to meet the
performers.

for the External Representation of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
YURIY FERENCEVYCH, for the Demonstration Committee
Details wHI be announced in subsequent advertisements. For information please contact Nina
Samokish at (212) 673-9530 daily (except Mondays) between 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.. or write to:
NEW YORK: The United Ukrainian
Committee for Ukrainian Helsinki Group Day, P.O. Box 770, Cooper Station, New York,.
American Organizations of New
N.Y. 10003.

York, the UCCA branch, is sponsoring a concert commemorating the
events of November 1, 1918, this
afternoon at 2:30 p.m. at Washington Irving High School, Irving Place
and 17th Street. Tickets are S5 and S6
and may be purchased at Arka, Eko
and at the door. Special divine
liturgies will be offered in the Ukrainian churches of the New York area
at noon today.
Friday, November 5
LOS A N G E L E S : The opening
champagne reception of a special
photographic exhibit by Danyo
Stoyko will be held tonight at 8 p.m.
at the Ukrainian Art Center Gallery.
According to Daria Chaikovsky,
gallery director, the exhibit, titled
"Photo Essays," will include at least
80 color images of varying sizes. The
photographer. Mr. Stoyko, will be
on hand during the three-day preview (Friday night, Saturday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. and Sunday, noon to 6
p.m.)
The exhibit will be at the gallery,
4315 Melrose Ave., through November 18. Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For more information call (213) 6680171
Weekend of November 6-7
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.: This
weekend there will be a Ukrainian
Autumnfest from noon to 9' p.m.
both days, on the church grounds of
Epiphany of Our Lord Ukrainian
Catholic Church, 434 90th Ave. N.,
(near Fourth Street, State Highway
92). Ukrainian food, arts and crafts,
games, bingo, raffle and entertainment. Dancing to the live music of Bo
Bemko's Orchestra. Free admission.
Proceeds for the benefit of the church
building fund. For further information call: (813) 576-2488.
Saturday, November 6
PHILADELPHIA: The 10th annual
Ukrainian Press Ball sponsored by
World Federation of Ukrainian
Women's Organizations and the
Ukrainian Journalists' Association of
America, will be held tonight at St.
Josaphat Auditorium, 4521 Disston
St. Tickets are S15 per person; S10
for students.
ONGOING:
TRENTON, N J . : "Ukrainian Americans: An Ethnic Portrait,"the work
of Donald P. Lokuta, a professor of
photography at Kean College of New
Jersey, is on exhibit in the State
House Rotunda in Trenton throughout the month of October. The
exhibit, opened by Gov. Thomas
Kean, consists of 20 photographs
and taped interviews explaining
them.
PREVIEW OF EVENTS is a
service provided free of charge by
The Ukrainian Weekly to the Ukrainian community. To have a Ukrainian community event listed in this
column please send information
(type of event, 'date, time, place,
admission, sponsor, etc.) - along
with the phone number of a person
who may be reached during daytime
hours for any additional information
- to: PREVIEW OF EVENTS, The
Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery
St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

